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Dante’s Divine Comedy has been a source of inspiration for numerous scholars, 
artists, writers, musicians and architects over and over again. It is a text that possibly 
can never be fully understood but, as T.S. Eliot wrote, we can appreciate the poetry 
before understanding it. In fact, Eliot sees Dante not as someone who realizes or 
communicates his philosophy into or through his work but as a theoretician in 
the original Greek sense of the word, as someone who perceives the world.1 This 
is also the way Dillon Lin has been inspired by ‘The Divine Comedy’, setting it in 
Singapore. ‘The Divine Singaporean Comedy’ is a poetic theory, which indeed shows, 
in Dillon’s own words, that he “finally understood the elegance of architectural 
theory over the physical built form”. 

The best known example of an architectural interpretation of the Divine Comedy is 
Giuseppe Terragni’s 1938 Danteum, a project for a functionless building that should 
have been erected in Rome, not far from the Colosseum, celebrating the eternal 
essence of Dante’s poetry in architecture. It would have fitted perfectly to fascist 
ideology, however since Manfredo Tafuri’s essay ‘Subject and Mask’, we know we 
can also think differently about this, as he emphasises the “lost” and “out of place” 
element in Terragni’s work. Thomas Schumacher’s monograph on the Danteum 
goes even further. In the words of Annabel Delgado from Progressive Architecture, 
it demonstrates that “architecture can transcend the realm of the physical, attaining 
symbolic and metaphysical significance”.2

Dillon’s ‘Divine Singaporean Comedy’ sets out for very different goals. It is loosely 
inspired by Dante, but it is set in the complex everyday reality of Singapore, which 
he observes, reflects and interprets in artistic, literary and philosophical ways. 
‘The Divine Singaporean Comedy’ is not ‘fiction’ in the sense Heinrich Klotz saw 
postmodern architecture becoming fiction; it is a form of ‘faction’, as it has been 
introduced by Rem Koolhaas in psychoanalytically digging up the subconscious of 
Manhattan in ‘Delirious New York’ and in the complex constructed ‘S, M, L, XL’. 
Koolhaas insists that this book is a ‘novel’ rather than a handbook or theoretical 
treatise. And just like Koolhaas makes an abundant use of literary styles like irony, 
paradox and oxymoron, leaving it up to the reader to be optimistic or pessimistic 
about the phenomena he describes, Dillon consciously distances himself from the 
tragedy form of classical critical theory and wants do be ambivalent in his allegories. 
This is not a work in which Singapore is just described as an earthly variation on 
Dante’s Hell and shows how it will inevitably develop into something even worse as 
in the example of the Tarot card of ‘the Tower’ Dillon mentions in his epilogue. It is 
a comedy, and comedies usually have a happy ending. 

Consolation
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But then again, this is more of a tragic-comedy – not in the least because Dante’s 
worldview and the structure of The Divine Comedy cannot simply be implemented 
on Singapore (as some modern theoreticians would demand). As I realized in my 
many conversations with Dillon, in a culture that believes in reincarnation, Heaven 
and Hell do not exist in the same way as in the Western world. One is reborn in 
a world like the one we know. So if we shop until we drop and work until we die 
here today, the same or similar will happen in our afterlife and afterlives. In fact, in 
Singapore there are many more moments the living and the dead actually meet. It’s 
more like one big purgatory in which all live in eternal limbo. So, in The Divine 
Singaporean Comedy, ‘Hell’ is The Heaven, from ‘Purgatory’ there is No Escape, and 
Heaven is The Hell. 

Dante was also heavily under the spell of mediaeval Christianity and its particular 
use of numerology. As in The Divine Comedy, numerology plays an important 
part in The Divine Singaporean Comedy. It consists of a (quasi) comic book (in 
3 chapters), a literary essay (equally in 3 chapters) and a large triptych. The 3 
are related but each of them can also stand on it’s own. But even if the Christian 
division in 3 parts is kept, many other numbers are literally lost in translation and 
pronunciation, notably multiplicities of the number (four), as they would bring bad 
luck. Just pronounced a bit differently in Chinese, it would relate to death.  

So, what is the function of this theory if it is not critical – as the professional cliché 
demands? Dillon hopes we find inspiration in his ‘humble book’. But again, I would 
say it is ambivalent, and consolation would be another possibility: consolation in 
the sense of the ‘Consolation of Philosophy’, a major literary work by the Roman 
Consul Ancius Boethius from around 52(four).3 The building in which Boethius’ 
grave finds itself is the only ‘building’ mentioned by Dante in the Divine Comedy 
(in contrast to the many buildings/cemeteries Dillon talks about in his book). The 
Consolation of Philosophy was written during Boethius’ 1-year imprisonment 
awaiting trial and a horrific execution for the crime of treason under the Gothic 
King, Theodoric the Great. In prison he was visited by Lady Philosophy who ‘cures’ 
him from his misery from feeling that he was the victim of injustice by showing 
him the error of his ways. Through his long conversation with Lady Philosophy, by 
insisting on straightforward honest thinking and virtue and not least by writing his 
book, Boethius is consoled. 
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My own professor for Architectural Theory, Geert Bekaert, published an article 
called ‘The Consolation of Architecture’, on the occasion of my student colleague 
Wim van den Bergh winning the most important student prize for architecture with 
an equally literary project as Dillon’s: a Villa for Prince Carnival in 198…. 5 1987, 
in an article that marked my own personal decision to stop being an architect and 
continue as a writer and educator when I was 30 years old, I wrote: “Too often we 
seek support from the past or in sublime moments only to discover alienation in 
ourselves, to cry crocodile tears or to laugh ironically. I do not want to console or be 
consoled anymore, to condemn myself to a tragic life. Even though Bekaert claims 
it amounts to the same thing, I would already feel relieved if I was freed from the 
terminology. It must not be a self-fulfilling prophecy.”6 On the 13th of April 1989 
(numerology!) Bekaert handed in his resignation as a professor at the University 
of Eindhoven with a lecture on ‘Dante and Architecture’, because he couldn’t stand 
the hell of academic life any longer.7 What Dillon and the ‘Divine Singaporean 
Comedy’ have taught me is that there may indeed be some consolation, maybe not 
in architecture but in architectural theory as a poetic, creative field that somehow, 
through honesty, comes to terms with reality. 

Bart Lootsma
may 2012

e: bart.lootsma@architekturtheorie.eu

Lehrstuhl architekturtheorie hSB 11/12/13
Fakultät für architektur

Leopold Franzens universität
Technikerstrasse 21

6020 innsbruck
austria
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I began this cultural research project based on my literary interest in Dante 
Alighieri’s epic poem, La Divina Commedia (The Divine Comedy). The poem’s 
imaginative and allegorical vision of the afterlife is a culmination of the medival-
world view, as it had developed in the Western Church. Cosmetically the poem 
describes Dante’s journey through Hell, Purgatory and Heaven, but on a more 
perceptive level, it metaphorically represents the soul’s journey towards God. 
Arranged and composed into specific numerical structures within his books, his 
ascending journey from Hell to Heaven generates architectural forms; a tower, 
with various corridors and levels, carefully orchestrated by different programmatic 
interpretations of evil, punishments and repentances, or, simply, profusion of  
connotations to the Singaporean-Chinese cultural diversities.  The concept of the 3 
different realms will be juxtaposed against common religious superstitions.

Similar to the beliefs I was brought up in, it became evident that Hell, Purgatory and 
Heaven as depicted in The Divine Comedy, are homogeneous and do exist parallel 
to this current realm of space. This logic of social myths addresses both formal and 
informal spaces within the populations’ daily activities, brought forward by dubious 
generations after generations. The curriculum of Dante’s tower bear semblances to  
encounters in Singapore; reminiscencing the bitter denunciations of my upbringing 
in his powerful poetic imaginations. Thematically, the adaptation of the poem’s title 
‘Comedy’, will be manifested in the triptych of collages I have prepared in support to 
this project. Drawing initial references from Bosch’s The Garden of Earthly Delights, 
these collages include various allegorical representations of The Divine Comedy 
with Singapore’s culture and built environment, as paradoxical and whimsical as the 
definition of Comedy could bring to my view on (religious) superstitions.

Contrary to Western religious beliefs, my research project encompasses the linearity 
of Hell, Purgatory and Heaven as spatial representations of a livable universe, well 
provided with human essentials such as a city with vernacular living conditions, 
proper infrastructures such as modes of transport and fully equipped systematic 
structures of commodity provisions such as credit cards and clothing. It is precisely 
these apparent superstitions that is subjectively critical between different religious 
cultures that questions the metaphysics of architectural spaces, if concrete walls 
(or rather, paper) are of existence beyond the limits of this realm. These constant 
reminders of the vanitas1 are very well painted in my daily life living in Singapore, 
funeral processions can be easily spotted under the void decks of high-rise flats, 
cohabited by convenience stores which sell almost every daily essential ranging from 
fresh groceries to dried food products, to children’s toys and stationary.

preface
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Fig.1 Ashes to Ashes, BBC One television series.

The poem’s strict numerical structure reminded me of the reverberation of words 
in the Chinese language and a couple other dialects that I know of. Singaporeans 
are very prudent about socially visible material (assets, general belongings). It is a 
taboo to own goods that can possibly be critically acclaimed by the general public, 
and vice versa. Numbers, in some instances are superstitiously and largely avoided by 
the Chinese speaking (and Chinese dialects) population because of the analogous 
nature of the spoken sounds. Urbanized in a first-world capitalist state, the height 
of which an ordinary Chinese family lives is more paramount in relation to the 
verticality and which floor exactly it is inhabited. This is pertinent to Bachelard’s 
theory of ‘dual vertical polarity of a house2’, where in a typical high-rised Housing 
Development Board (HDB) flat, the cellar and the attic is no longer relevant. When 
we dream there, we are in harmony with the irrationality of the depths. 

Because of the constant awareness for the attic, ‘the dreamer constructs and 
reconstructs the upper stories and the attic until they are well constructed3’. But for 
the cellar, it is no longer imaginable to excavate and dig and therefore these dreams 
are limited subterranean. Spaces are dissidently unfolded horizontally within the 
same storey into the Singaporean ‘storerooms’. These polarized spaces can serve to 
illustrate psychological nuances, as the Jungian analysis of fears that inhabit a house 
using the images of the cellar and the attic; ‘[...] seeks alibis for his courage in the 
attic [...], [...] creatures moving about in the cellar move slower, less scampering, 
more mysterious.5’ As Bachelard delineated, the phenomenology of fears in both 
polars will prevail between attic and cellar, fears are more easily rationalized in the 
former, whereas rationalization is less clear and less rapid in the latter. This leads to 
the question of: when is the built environment actually dark and unlit?
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Similar to a Western context, one always go down to the cellar but go both up and 
down the stairway that leads to the bed-chamber, and always go up the attic stairs6. 
It is exactly the going down (in relevance to the Housing Development Board or 
‘HDB’ block, it is the ground floor/void-deck) that we remember, and the ascension 
to the bed-chamber (in relevance to a typical HDB flat, it is the unit itself ) that 
characterizes the courting of tranquil solitude. As Koolhaas hymned in the Generic 
City, inventions such as the escalator and the elevator propitiated new building 
typologies such as the skyscraper, the department store and the shopping mall. 
These technological advances have rendered the staircase as primitive transitional 
attributes within every built environment; who actually uses them? Swissôtel The 
Stamford Singapore organizes  vertical marathons7 up 73 storeys worth of concrete 
and steel yearly as a sporting event, possibly artificially ventilated.

I have no intention to reconstruct The Divine Comedy as an absolute8 architectural 
proposal like Giuseppe Terragni’s monumental unbuilt Danteum, although the 
forms advanced by Terragni were described in terms of his themes and concepts 
with the political, social, and cultural circumstances are seemingly relevant to my 
project. I aspire to exploit the genius loci of it’s spiritual hypothesis of space as a 
representational condition, unapparent and obscured in my culture. Not travelling 
back to Singapore for 2.5 years have fuelled my research to be based on my personal 
memories, of what I was taught, of what I recall, of how I emotionally feel obliged 
to conform to my vernacular norms while autonomously and radically representing 
my recollections. For this reason, instead, I prefer to draw references from various 
mediums in relation to the poetics of architectural spaces in Dante’s poem. Such 
examples can be found in films and television series.

Ashes to Ashes is a British science fiction drama television series, serving as the 
sequel to Life on Mars9. The series tells the fictional story of a policewoman in 
service with the London Metropolitan Police, who is shot in 2008 and mysteriously 
regains consciousness in 1981. Alex (Keely Hawes), the policewoman who was 
shot, has a daughter in 2008, persistently tries to reconnect with her but only to 
realize the sequences in her parallel young adulthood life cannot be undone. This 
connotation to being in ‘limbo10’ in Purgatory is only revealed in the final episode 
of the series. In relation to the sphere of ‘limbo’ in the series, humans are therefore 
trapped in the afterlife unable to proceed in either directions to Hell or to Heaven. 
This in turn results in ‘limbo’ being an actual livable habitat secured after death 
(for this instance, being shot), but yet still conscious and full of memories. But the 
question really is, are we actually in ‘limbo’, or are we in a state of tabula rasa?
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Vertigo is a film directed by Alfred Hitchcock, a psychological thriller of a retired 
police detective suffering from acrophobia11 who is hired as a private investigator to 
follow the wife of an acquaintance to uncover the mystery of her peculiar behaviour. 
Scottie ( James Stewart) tries to gradually subdue his fear but his ex-fiancée suggests 
that a severe emotional shock might be the only cure. I compare this relevance 
to the obsession of Singaporeans devouring success, ranging from parents urging 
their children to succeed or be punished, to office workers striving to work long 
mundane hours to attain their level of monetary satisfaction. This culture of striving 
for success has been inculcated for a few generations now and too, infiltrated non-
Singaporeans who cosmetically judge the population on the capitalist state’s speed 
of productivity, industrious and tireless workaholics (or slaves). Like the common 
coffee-shop12 saying, ‘Work till you die, Shop till you drop13’.

Fig.2 James Stewart hanging precariously on the roof gutters in the film Vertigo,1958.
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One other different view of the film’s dynamics can be exercised as dealing with the 
attraction towards death as well as with the psyche of the vertigo - the desire to let 
go, to fall, to float into and through space, all combined with the fear of falling. 
Tragically, Scottie is not capable of reaching the fulfilment of human involvement. 
In this sense, the film conveys the struggle between the constant yearning for the 
ideal and the necessity of living in a world that is far from flawlessness, where people 
are frail and imperfect. As far as metaphysics are of any concern, Bachelard’s dual-
polarity theory can be manipulated into the coextensive nature of Chinese cultures, 
whose belief of afterlife is ever more definite, clearly driven by the fearless notion of 
dying but yet acrophobic. The sensuality of believing that death does not exist, except 
that the person is living in a different realm, is thus even more extravagant and 
exciting in this context.

Fig.3 Dante and Virgil in the film, L’Inferno, 1911.
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The persona of Scottie could also be interpreted psychologically as an erotic 
obsession based on castration15 anxiety. His voyeurism is blatant as he falls in love 
with a woman he tails and spies on without speaking to. The sadistic nature is 
equally flagrant once he confronted her, his erotic drive is to break her down and 
force her to tell by persistent cross-examination. Subsequently, he oppressed her to 
conform in detail to the actual physical appearance of his fetish but in repetition, he 
did break her down and succeed in exposing her guilt of lying. Thus, his curiosity 
wins and her guilt is punished. The sexual behaviour of human beings, like that of 
the ape in general, arises from an intense excitation, uninterrupted by any kind of 
seasonal rhythm; but it is also characterized by a reserve unknown in animals which 
is never displayed. To judge from appearances, eroticism is by all accounts linked to 
birth, to a reproduction that endlessly repairs the ravages of death.16

L’Inferno is a 1911 silent film adapted from The Divine Comedy, directed by 
Giuseppe de Liguoro. It was re-released in 200(four), new film score by German 
electronic musicians, Tangerine Dream. The film is one of the finest adaptation of 
Dante’s work, featuring real devils and sinners in Inferno, or Hell. The embracing 
extend of the Comedy can also be interpreted as the emotions generated by 
watching the film, and comparing it with Dumas’ Edmond Dantès in The Count of 
Monte Cristo, which these psycho-analytically induced feelings are paradoxically 
identical to the sins found in L’Inferno. I find graphical inspirations from the french 
illustrator Paul Gustav Doré’s (1832 - 1883) artistic representations of all 3 canticas 
of Dante’s work, as how the film was too, inspired by his work. This therefore widens 
the agenda of Hell as not only an architectural space, but also in various emotional 
latitudes.

William Gibson’s ‘Disneyland with the Death Penalty’17 is an example of judging 
this city-state based on superficial observations. The clean, bland and conformist 
impression Gibson wrote is a clear indication of a mirrored dystopian city which 
deplores the absence of an authentic metropolitan genius loci. The creative deficit 
of the city-state is evident in the Singaporeans’ obsession with consumerism as a 
pastime, the homogeneity of the retailers and their fare, and in what he characterises 
as their other passion: dining. He returns then to the theme of the staid insipidity of 
the city-state, observing the unsettling cleanliness of the physical environment and 
the self-policing of the populace. Gibson ends his essay after covering briefly on 2 
applications of the death penalty by the Singaporean judicial system. This notion of 
torture and punishment is so ever evident in the local population, it has completely 
lost any significance to moral values, or rather, ‘just another guy suffering/dying’.
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Relative to the earlier discourse about the film, Vertigo, I see familiarity in Foucault’s 
explanation of Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon18. In a densely populated city-state like 
Singapore, the act of voyeurism is not as seemingly apparent as being voyeured. The 
endeavouring nature of home ownership since the beginning of the HDB’s proposal 
to resolve the squatter settlement issues has reduced the proximities between 
housing blocks; they could see my kitchen from their living room and I could see 
his bedroom from my neighbour’s corridor. Multiply this notion of the ‘Panopticon’ 
with the strict disciplinary judicial system inherited from both the British and the 
Chinese (Singaporean-Chinese were from China, ultimately), we start to see the 
connective resonant values of the Foucaultian discipline and punish, additive to 
Bataille’s Chinese Torture19, Dante’s Hell and Purgatory in Singapore appears to be 
more lucid compared to any Western religious context.

Heaven, as a paradise depicted in the Comedy (and in most of our perceptions), 
remains as a highly desirable place to be in. What is desirable for Singaporeans? 
What is desirable as a Singaporean? My parents’ straightforward answer would be 
of success, of job stability, of a bigger livable house, of getting married and having a 
decent family after the former attributes, a nice car, decent amount of savings, able to 
travel to exotic20 places for holidays, and so on. My desires would then be restricted 
to conforming to either my parents’ hope, or start my own cultural revolution, 
re-representing both inner and outer structures I’ve been built upon. How? As was 
suggested to Scottie, a severe emotional shock, or take the leap of faith as rendered 
in the Tarot card, ‘The Tower21’.
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Fig.5 A prisoner in his cell, kneeling at prayer before the central inspection tower.
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Fig.6 Fou-Tchou-Li sentenced to slow death by Leng-Tch’e (cutting into pieces).
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Fig.7 The Tower, Tarot card - A sudden change, abandonment of the past.
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Fig.8 N. Andry, L’ orthopédie ou l’ art de prévenir et de corriger dans les enfants les difformités du 
corps (Orthopaedics or the art of preventing and correcting deformities of the body in children).
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1. I thank Bart Lootsma for introducing me to the Baroque work of art, vanitas, and Verena 
Konrad for explaining them to me.

2. ‘The House. From Cellar to Garret. The Significance of the Hut.’ in The Poetics of Space - 
The Classic Look At How We Experience Intimate Spaces, Gaston Bachelard, translated by 
Maria Jolas, Beacon Press Books, USA, 199(four).

I am compelled to remove all number Fours, please substitute all (four), with the number.

3. Gaston Bachelard, see note 2.

5. Gaston Bachelard, see note 2.

6. Gaston Bachelard, see note 2.

7. http://www.swissotelverticalmarathon.com/

8. I see Terragni’s Danteum as an absolute architectural form as Pier Vittorio Aureli’s 
suggestive notion of ‘absolute’ (The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture), as the 
possibility of making the project and, also the possibility of understanding the project in 
both vertical and horizontal forces of urbanization - from Purgatory through Hell and 
Heaven. Therefore if manifested dialectically, The Divine Comedy is independent and 
distinct yet still constructive of the one other.

9. http://www.bbc.co.uk/pressoffice/pressreleases/stories/2008/01_january/28/ashes.shtml

10. Limbo is the first circle in Hell as depicted in The Divine Comedy. The virtuous pagans 
of classical history and mythology inhabit a brightly lit and beautiful, but sombre castle 
which is seemingly a medieval version of Elysium. Limbo is the vestibule of Hell and houses 
‘neutralists’ or ‘opportunists’ who devoted their lives neither to good nor evil. Limbo can 
also be considered as a deep subconscious level far beyond false awakening, a state in which 
characters are trapped indefinitely. Towards a later part of the book, it will become more 
apparent that Hell is not a place for being in ‘limbo’.

11. ac·ro·pho·bi·a - a pathological fear of heights.
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/acrophobia?s=t

12. The term coffee-shop in Singapore represents a neighbourhood cafe, located normally in 
void-decks situated under a typical HDB flat.

13. E-mail correspondences with my father and uncles have made me recall about that 
quote which is very commonly heard by the common population. It frames Singapore as a 
workaholic-city quasi shopping paradise, which I personally find, oxymoronic. 

15. cas·trate - to deprive of strength, power, or efficiency; weaken:
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/castration?s=t

16. ‘Eroticism Linked to the Awareness of Death’ in The Tears of Eros, Georges Bataille, 
translated by Peter Connor, City Light Books, Hong Kong, 1989.

Footnotes - preface
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17. William Gibson, ‘Disneyland with the Death Penalty’, Sep/Oct 1993, 
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/1.0( four)/gibson.html

I am compelled to remove all number Fours, please substitute all URLs where (four) appears, 
with the number.

18. ‘Panopticism’ in Discipline and Punish - The Birth of the Prison, Michel Foucault, 
translated by Alan Sheridan, Penguin Books, England, 1991.

19. ‘Chinese Torture’ in The Tears of Eros, Georges Bataille, translated by Peter Connor, City 
Light Books, Hong Kong, 1989.

20. By labelling a getaway place as ‘exotic’ as a Singaporean is different from the actual 
meaning defined by Westerners. Travelling to Lapland, Finland, for example, is extremely 
exotic, whereas for an European, travelling to Africa for a safari tour can be considered 
‘exotic’.

21. The Tower is the 16th trump card in most cartomancy Tarot decks. This card follows 
immediately after The Devil in all Tarots that contain it, and is considered and ill omen. 
Many differing meanings are attributed to the card, such as failure, ruin and catastrophe. 
To others, the Tower represents the paradigms constructed by the ego, the sum of total of 
all schema that the mind constructs to understand the universe. The Tower is struck by 
lightning when reality does not confirm to expectation.
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Fig.1 Ashes to Ashes - Screen grab of the television series from the title sequence. 

Fig.2 Vertigo - Screen grab of the psychological thriller at 3 mins (four)5 seconds into the 
film, of James Stewart hanging precariously on the roof gutters.

I am compelled to remove all number Fours, please substitute all (four), with the number.

Fig.3 L’Inferno - Screen grab of the silent film at 55 mins 17 seconds, Dante and Virgil - 
Forgers, falsifiers, alchemists, counterfeiters changed into lepers, insane and diseased. Dante 
engages in angry disputes with some he had known in the world above, and finally rebuked 
by Virgil: “To hear such wrangling is a joy for vulgar minds.”

Fig.5 ‘N.Harou-Romain. Plan for a penitentiary, 18(four)0. A prisoner in his cell, kneeling at 
prayer before the central inspection tower’. Cf.p.250, scanned from Michel Foucault’s Discipline 
and Punish - The Birth of the Prison.

Fig.6 ‘Cf. Georges Dumas: Traité de psychologie, Paris, 1923, and Louis Carpeaux, Pékin qui 
s’en va, ed. A. Maloine, Paris, 1913’, scanned from Georges Bataille’s The Tears of Eros. The 
photo were published in part by Dumas and Carpeaux. Carpeaux claims to have witnessed 
the torture on 10th April 1905. On 25th March 1905, the “Cheng-Pao” published the 
following imperial decree: “The Mongolian Princes demand that the aforesaid Fou-Tchou-
Li, guilty of the murder of Prince Ao-Han-Ouan, be burned alive, but the Emperor finds 
this torture too cruel and condemns Fou-Tchou-Li to slow death by Leng-Tch’e (cutting into 
pieces). Respect this!” This torture dates from the Manchu dynasty (16(four)(four)-1911).

Fig.7 The Tower - Tarot card. - http://www.rootwerx.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/Rider-
Waite_The_Tower_large3.jpg

Fig.8 N. Andry, L’ orthopédie ou l’ art de prévenir et de corriger dans les enfants les difformités 
du corps (Orthopaedics or the art of preventing and correcting deformities of the body 
in children), 17(four)9 -- from the book ‘Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison’, 
Michel Foucault, 1991.

image Credits - preface
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Better to reign in Hell, than serve in Heav’n.2

    
     - John Milton, in Paradise Lost

hell1   [hel] noun

1. the place or state of punishment of the wicked after death; the abode of evil and 
condemned spirits; Gehenna or Tartarus.
2. any place or state of torment or misery: They made their father’s life a hell on earth.
3. something that causes torment or misery: Having that cut stitched without 
anesthesia was hell.
5. the powers of evil.
6. the abode of the dead; Sheol or Hades.
7. extreme disorder or confusion; chaos: The children let both dogs into the house, and 
all hell broke loose.

Contrary to the definition, I find solace in Milton’s quote. In the perceptions of 
superstitious Singaporeans, life after the death of the physical body extends beyond 
the realms of this universe. Upon the loss of life, arrangements for a funeral are 
immediately made by relatives and loved ones alike. Funeral processions last between 
1-7 days depending on the different cultures the family of the deceased believes 
in. This period of mourning3 allows extended relatives and friends of the deceased 
to acknowledge the loss of an individual and to pay their last respects. Together 
with the chantings of priests and night-watching5, offerings were bought and burnt 
in optimism of them being received by the deceased in the netherworld. These 
offerings are represented by paper-maches, constructed to mirror actual look-a-likes 
of our daily lives, but in a different scale. The following four images provide insights 
to the commodities present in the afterlife, and representations in real life.
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Fig.2 A Chinese funeral in Singapore with offerings laid out on the table by mediums and priests 
before the massive paper Villa and paper money on the right, all due to be burnt.

Fig.1 Paper Villas being glued and constructed.

Fig.3 Items that can be bought, then burnt as offerings for the dead.
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Fig.5 Paper Mercedes (see car registration number) with a chauffeur and paper money folded in 
representation of the traditional Chinese gold and silver ingots.

Fig.7 Deep-fried Chinese dumplings, also known as ‘wanton’.

Fig.6 Plastic Chinese ingots used as decorations to symbolize wealth and prosperity.



This page is deliberately left empty in lieu of the common Chinese numerical 
superstitions.
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Reciting from Bachelard’s ‘dual vertical polarity’6 of a house, Hell as a subterranean 
realm is more active than the heights of Heaven. As Dante hymned in The Divine 
Comedy, he journeyed through Hell then up to the Mount of Purgatory, and finally 
ascended to Heaven. Every individual who holds the memories of their dead loved 
ones, who have had experiences of a funeral held at the void decks under typical 
HDB flats, would have vivid psychological nuances between that sacred space; 
the place where that individual sent a deceased loved one’s soul away in hopes 
of a comfortable afterlife. Spatially, a void deck becomes an irrational zone for 
intellectualized projects that allows multifunctional usage, depending on the depths 
the impassioned inhabitant digs and re-digs, making its very depth active.7 Let’s not 
forget that funerals at the void decks can be easily seen on a daily basis considering 
the width of Singapore island is (four)8.2km east-west, or a 30mins drive at 80km/h.

Because of the common sight (Memento Mori) of brightly-lit funerals, the thought 
of knowing another common individual has passed away is no longer as active 
as the passing of a loved one, but in both instances, the dream8 is at work. Here I 
recall attending the funeral of my grandmother held in a void deck under the flat 
of my uncle. Everything was set out almost similar to Fig.2, inclusive of a make-
shift kitchen where the chefs served finger-food to the visitors. Behind the canvas 
that enveloped the coffin lies a green and well-worn table-tennis table. I remember 
playing table-tennis with my cousins and sweating profusely under the tropical 
climate while the funeral procession was on. A couple of other times, we played 
football in the same void deck as the funeral was held, only to be reprimanded by 
our parents for disturbing the ‘peace’. A void deck’s value has thus been accentuated 
to instant functions provided by the imaginations of what we can fantasize.

The acrophobic9 nature of Singaporeans stereotyping dwelling units at a lower 
residing floor demonstrates the subconscious intention to snub the depths of Hell 
and modulate the value of the void deck. What happens to the that space after (and 
before) a funeral? As described in the above paragraphs, this empty space can be due 
for various activities, as deep as the imagination deems. In Fig.9, Muslims assemble 
an elaborate wedding configuration. As far as Chinese superstitions persist, they 
do not affect certain entities of minority in the population; the dawn of a family 
becomes more powerful than the end of an individual. This link ought not to sound 
paradoxical. The excess from which reproduction proceeds and the excess we call death 
can only be understood with the help of the other. But it is clear from the outset that the 
2 primary taboos affect firstly, death, and secondly, sexual functions.10 In Fig.10, we see 
the incidental connotations as absurd as nightmares are against to dreams.
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Fig.8 Paper money for funerals, note the ‘Bank’ in-charge of the currency on the right.
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Fig.10 Advertisement banner for caskets along a sheltered walkway beside a void deck.

Fig.9 An elaborate Muslim wedding at a void-deck.

Fig.11 Bird enthusiasts watching their pets in cages.
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In Chinese mythologies, the Phoenix11 (Chinese: 鳳凰; pinyin12: fènghuáng) and the 
Houyi13 (Chinese: 后羿) are two of the few heavenly creatures that echo the folklore 
till this day. The transcendentalization of mythological creature(s) has now been 
captured and caged for the viewing pleasure of any interested pet owner. Outside of 
the judicial carceral system in Singapore, Foucault’s ‘Prison’15 is deeply embedded 
within the encompassing sovereign institution in the suburbs of the city-state. 
Also, this constant observation causes the personalities of the ‘Central Inspection 
Tower’16 and the Cells to be reversed within each disciplined individual and it’s 
own institutionalized panopticon. This vast network of a panoptic society creates 
‘disciplinary careers’ for the pet owners and introduces procedures of domination 
characteristic of a particular type of power, moderately lacking in Foucault’s 
commentary in Discipline and Punish: the traditional Chinese Man. 

Fundamentally, the male of a Chinese household commands and represents the 
highest authority. (It is of no surprise for me to see all of these pet owners in Fig.11 
are matured men.) Briefly explained in Book 1 of this project, Confucianism exhorts 
all people to strive for the ideal ‘gentleman’ or ‘perfect man’. Elitism was bound up 
with the concept, and gentlemen were expected to act as moral guides to the rest 
of the society, cultivate themselves morally, show filial piety and loyalty where due, 
and cultivate humanity or benevolence. Women, however, were supposed to uphold 
the ‘3 subordinations’: be subordinate to her father before marriage, to her husband 
after marriage, and to her son after her husband dies. Men could remarry and have 
concubines, whereas women were supposed to uphold the virtue of chastity when 
they lose their husbands. In this manner, polygamy (or polygyny) in traditional 
Chinese society for men is neither encouraged, nor it is prohibited.

The term jūnzǐ (Chinese: 君子; literally “lord’s child”) is crucial to the 
understanding of both confrontations in school of thoughts between Confucianism 
and Legalism, with Foucault’s canticle. This leads to further discussions of the elite 
Man proclaiming authority, control and power amongst the first Chinese Diaspora, 
migrating to Singapore in search for a better future. This notion of being ‘gentlemen’ 
has been cultivated for generations within the majority of the Chinese community 
in Singapore, of whom, my parents are perfect models for this discourse: when I was 
still a child, my mother would constantly divert my persistent fancies for new toys 
to my father, and he would eventually have the final say. Just as simple mechanical 
household affairs, it was never in my mother’s attention to change light bulbs. On 
the contrary, household chores such as doing the laundry or mopping the floor, my 
father rarely participates (although he’s a better cook).
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Fig.12 ‘Official Table of Drops’ by the British, showing the height of drop in relation to body weight.
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I urge the reader not to be mistaken by the term jūnzǐwith gender discrimination 
based on the elementary disposition of my interpretations within my family, 
but instead, it is based solely on the nature of being a jūnzǐ. In view of the 
responsibilities that men carry, we start to see the assertions in historical Chinese 
judicial penalties that were conveyed by seasoned executioners, all men17. Foucault 
describes public torture as ceremony stressing the exactitude that torture is carried 
out, of which the public spectacle of torture and execution was a theatrical forum of 
the original intentions that eventually produced several intended, and unintended 
consequences: providing a forum for the convict’s body to become a focus of 
sympathy and admiration, the executioner rather than the convict becomes the 
focus of shame, creating a site of conflict between the masses and the sovereign at 
the convict’s body which often led to riots in support of the prisoner.

Naturally it was the unintended purposes of such public measures that inevitably 
transgressed Western corporal and capital forms of discipline, which Singapore 
(together with parts of India, South-East Asia and Southern China where British 
merchants were in contact with the Chinese) inherited from the British during it’s 
crown colony status in the 19th century. Hell became more apparent in Singapore 
in the 3 years of Japanese Occupation of Syonan-to ( Japanese: 昭南島 Shōnan-tō; 
literally: Southern Island gained in the age of Shōwa) during World War 2, when 
it only took 7 days for the tiny British island to fall into the hands of the invaders. 
Public executions and stories relating to the executions of loved ones and strangers 
alike were rampant, the tabula rasa stored within that generation of individuals 
would have been burdened upon. Following the independence of Singapore after the 
separation from Malaysia, the National Service Act was passed in 1967. 

Not forgetting that it is compulsory that all Singaporean male citizens 18 and/or 
older are to be enlisted for the service of the country by committing 2 years (used 
to be 2.5 years) of their young adult life to conscription in the name of National 
Defence. Refusal to serve and conscientious objections is a criminal offence and 
if convicted, they face 3 years’ imprisonment (if a crime is committed during 
service, the accused has to serve the penalizing sentence, then continue serving 
the outstanding period of National Service) and a fine of SGD$10,000 under the 
Enlistment Act18. Therefore, every Singaporean male citizen who has undergone 
these rigorous trainings have been instilled with disciplinary methods of maturity, 
and established formal protocols for systems of social conduct. Under such 
circumstances, and, Singapore being one of the few countries which still practices 
the Death Penalty rule, capital punishments are of minute distinctions.   
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Fig.13 ‘Death by A Thousand Cuts’, slow-slicing mutilation during the Qing Dynasty.
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Fig.15 ‘Death by A Thousand Cuts’, executioners start to decapitate parts of the body.
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The evolution of the brute behaviours in Fig.13 and Fig.15, combined with the 
British colonial-sanctioned judicial protocols have propelled the capitalist city-state 
of Singapore to be distinguished for it’s merciless and harsh penalties for almost 
everything. The adaptation of the ‘Table of Drops’ has left Singapore without a chief 
executioner, citing the new generation of  ‘hangmen’ are worried about the burden 
they hold in their hands before releasing the lever at the gallows. “I am going to 
send you to a better place than this. God bless you.” , said Darshan Singh, ex-chief 
executioner of Singapore for (four)6 years and when he first accepted the job, he was 
attracted by the bonus payments for executions (retired then, was called upon for 
an execution worth SGD$(four)00 in payments in 2005)19. If there is a better place 
than this living realm and if, we’re all destined to live in Hell in the afterlife, then, 
would this space we are in right now be a more terrible place to be? 

Alongside capital punishments, corporal punishments were also carried out by 
Mr. Darshan, “[...] the pay was SGD$0.50 per stroke back then.” Wielding the 
cane as well as he could with a cricket bat20, caning is far more riotous outside the 
jurisdiction of the prisons but within each Singaporean household. I recall being 
punished by my father (my mother would be the ‘soft-hearted’ one, instigating my 
father to lecture me by verbal discipline instead of physically caning me) at home 
hidden from the public sphere to appear more humane, because I misbehaved or 
did not achieve the desired grades in school. Parallel to this closed form of domestic 
self-governance, as Foucault pointed out, this ‘prison’ is one part of a vast network 
including schools, military institutions, hospitals and factories which build a 
panoptic society for its members as I personally witness the public canings of my 
schoolmates for misconducts such as gangsterism21 and petty crimes in the school. 

In fact, such disciplinary actions became extremely common when the depiction of 
‘public caning in school’ was portrayed by a discipline master caning a misbehaved 
student in the Singaporean film ‘I Not Stupid Too’ (see Fig. 16). Sometimes, even 
when I touch things, I still dream of an element. [...] Not only our memories, but 
the things we have forgotten are ‘housed’,22 as I recalled the instruments used to 
discipline me and other children, experienced both personally, and in the media. 
I became more emotional when I started to google for images of these apparatuses, 
as part of my own psychoanalysis that allowed me to be in contact with reasonings 
of my punishable habits when I was young, and finally answered my own question: 
Why did I lie to my parents? It wasn’t about the thrill of housing my guilts, it wasn’t 
about rebelling against the authority exerted by my parents, it was the terror that I 
was about to face, should I ever admit, or worse, be caught lying.
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Fig.16 A discipline master of a school caning a misbehaved student on stage.

Georges Bataille explained in an interview, “To feel eroticism is to be fascinated like a 
child that wants to take part in a forbidden game. And a man fascinated by eroticism 
is like a child before his parents. He’s afraid of what might happen to him, and he never 
stops until he has a reason to be afraid. It’s not enough for him to only do what normal 
adults content themselves with. He has to become scared. He has to find himself in the 
same situation as when he was a child and constantly afraid of being scolded and even 
punished in an unbearable way.”23 Should punishments and discipline be the end of 
eroticism, then the feather duster, the rattan cane, the clothes hanger, wooden ruler 
and all other instruments that can be used as transgressions of legal or moral codes, 
would all theoretically be, sexual. With that hypothesis, we would all be culpable of 
committing sexual offences (or contempt) on behalf of legal and moral ethics, plus, 
sentences charged upon underage sex25 and child pornography. GUILTY!

The presence of Hell and its erotic punishments on this planet is further implicated 
in full nakedness in Pasolini’s Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma, notoriously famed 
for exploring the themes of political corruption, abuse of power, sadism, perversion, 
sexuality, and fascism. I find the strict numerical references between this film and 
The Divine Comedy, corresponding with the corporal punishments dished out by 
the Singaporean judiciaries. Caning has become too overly common, what matters 
most in the eyes of the general public are the number of strokes the accused is 
about to receive; the number of strokes is the preliminary judgement of the crime, 
not the actual crime committed itself, although sentences disposed by the district 
courts are usually reflections of the depth of seriousness of the crime has perpetrated. 
I was brought on an excursion during primary school to the state prison to watch 
demonstrations of prison life and its punishments (Fig.17).
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Fig.17 Demonstration of a caning process on a dummy by a prison officer.

The evolution of the death penalty dates back as early as the 16th century B.C. 
which the first death sentence was recorded in Egypt, to a member of nobility for 
magic, due to be beheaded by being axed. By the 10th century, death penalty by 
hanging and mutilation was most common in Britian. During the middle ages, 
capital punishments were most frequently accompanied by torture where women 
were mostly tied and burnt at the stake for high treason, men were hung and 
quartered, while beheading was widely accepted. The first recorded death penalty 
by boiling alive for 2 hours was recorded in 1531 in Mongolia. Most of these savage 
punishments were exempted and abolished by the mid 19th century. Meanwhile in 
new-found America, the first recorded execution was in 1608 under British colonial 
rule. To a ridiculous extend, death penalty was issued in 1612 for minor offences 
such as stealing grapes and killing chickens without permission.

7 years later, the laws were softened in fear that no one would settle in that state, 
which led to the formal reform of the laws during 1776-1800, which only treason 
and murder could warrant a death penalty. The British finally abolished all capital 
punishments in 1965, followed by the Spanish the 1970s and the French in 1981. 
The European Union’s (EU) absolute ban on the death penalty is enshrined in 
both the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union and the European 
Convention on Human Rights of the Council of Europe, and thus considered a 
central value. Today, the only European country that still practices the death penalty 
is Belarus. In a positive light, capital punishments may reduce the pressure for extra-
judicial killing by providing legal means of causing state enemies to disappear but on 
the contrary, the high rate of capital punishments excretes a low regard for citizen 
rights, beliefs in lethal violence as an expression of state power.
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Fig.20 Wooden rulers used to discipline misbehaving students on the palm of their hands. 

Fig.19 Feather duster cane, commonly used as a disciplinary tool on misbehaving students. 

Fig.18 Types of judicial canes made out of rattan.
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Capital punishments in China dates back to the ancient Shang Dynasty (1700B.C. 
- 1027B.C.), on grounds of deterrence, retribution and incapacitation; a life for a 
life, killing one to warn a thousand. These embodiments of retributive and deterrent 
beliefs are used as educative tools to suppress crime and maintain social order, which 
is continually relied heavily in the 1950s to suppress counter-revolutionary activities 
and corruption in China, are also traditions of the legalistic and confucianistic 
social order and governance; filial piety issued by a king to a prince. The main 
reason for the success of the Qin Dynasty (221 B.C. - 201 B.C.) was its penal 
and administrative codes, where laws imposed severe punishments for failure to 
comply with duties and all were punished alike; the legalist’s values acting hostile to 
Confucian’s moral codes. Under Legalism, the ruler must always rely on penal laws 
and the imposition of heavy punishments as the main instrument of government.

The rules that are enacted by the ruler for punishment of offences are to be clear, 
intelligible to the ordinary people and properly communicated to them. Corporal 
punishments often were torture by beating, charioting, permanent mutilation 
by tattooing and castration and often led to death by boiling, or alternatively, be 
disseminated as hard labour for the state. During that time, what is legal is not 
necessarily moral and just. The imperial law under the Han Dynasty (206 B.C. 
- 220 C.E.) succeeded the Qin’s, which saw the need for a complex penal and 
administrative code to govern the country through a hierarchy of ministers and 
officials. They retained the legalist insistence but took account of Confucian values 
and introduced rules to implement them more actively. Confucian’s code of rites 
controls civilized behaviour not by law and law is only applied to those who have 
fallen beyond them.

The Han considered the Qin code of legalist conducts to contain barbaric 
primitiveness prior to achieving the civilized state of voluntary observation of 
proper virtues. The encouragement of the virtue of filial piety helped strengthened 
the related duty of respect and submission to authority. Confucius’s basic premise 
believes that all human beings are fundamentally good, which allowed people to 
have a sense of shame and become humane with good character attributes rather 
through regulations and penal law. This further promotes harmony, social order, 
benefits of improving inner character and overall quality of the society; by example, 
a ruler need not force his people to obey. Legalism believes that all human beings 
are born evil and self-centered, which in turn requires a systematic law run by the 
state, not by the ruler, and must be without personal inter-preferences/biasness. This 
sequentially engendered the ruler to be irrelevant in the first place.
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Fig.21 Rattan canes sold at any common convenience shop in the neighbourhood, SGD$0.50 each

Fig.22 Sectional profile of 3 types of rattan canes: The thickest being the senior judicial cane at 
12.7mm thick, the junior judicial cane at 10mm thick, domestic cane at (four)mm thick.

1:1 @ A5
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Singapore was founded by the British in 1819 in an attempt to counter the Dutch 
trade dominance in the East. Then, Singapore was under the rule of the Johor 
Sultanate, who is also the successor of the Malacca Sultanate, and therefore, possibly 
governed by the same set of laws. When Sir Stamford Raffles negotiated with the 
Sultanate a deal to set up a trading port in Singapore, he assumed no law prevailed 
and treated Singapore as if the entire island had been ceded to the British (Sir 
Stamford Raffles and his magistrates’ actions were most likely illegal as he was 
acting beyond the scope of his legal powers). He deemed that Singapore lacked legal 
foundation and had no local legal authority over European traders and settlers, he 
had the island referred to Calcutta (under British rule) to reorganize the island. 
Shortly after, Singapore becomes part of the British colony of the Straits Settlements 
under the rule of the East India Company, together with Malacca and Penang. 

In 1830, the island becomes the centre of government of the Straits Settlements 
under the Presidency of Bengal in India. The East India Company was momentarily 
abolished and territories were transferred to the crown acting through the secretary 
of state for India, though many legal acts that passed were not relevant to the Straits 
Settlements. Continual reforms led to the Straits Settlements to be detached from 
India and constituted as a separate crown colony. Following the attacks by the 
Japanese during World War 2 in 19(four)1, there were confusions as to where the 
legislative authority lie, where several governmental/military bodies had power to 
make laws. At end of the war, the Straits Settlements was dissolved and Singapore 
became a separate crown colony and was granted internal self-government in 1958. 
Singapore joined the Federation of Malaysia in 1963 and continued to apply all laws, 
subjected to modifications, adaptations, and exceptions.

The judicial power of Malaysia erected a high court in Singapore with the 
jurisdiction of the High Court limited to all territory in the state of Singapore. 
Singapore was expelled from Malaysia and gained full independence in 1965, 
immediately admitted into the United Nations’ 117th member in the following 
month, and the laws were expressed to continue in force with modifications, 
adaptations, qualifications and exceptions as might be necessary to bring them to 
conformity with the independent status upon separation. With the constitution 
amended in 1969, the Supreme Court of Singapore replaces the Federal Court 
of Malaysia while retaining the judicial committee of the Council in London as 
Singapore’s Court of final appeal. The penal code was amended and enhanced in 
1973 several times for punishments of certain offences, following the mandatory 
introduction of minimum penalties in 198(four). 
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Fig.23 A notice on a public MRT train warning commuters about the severity of public offences. 
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There is an unwritten social pledge amongst Singaporeans, that is the ‘face-value’. 
‘Face-value’ is the cost of saving embarrassment under social conditions; the 
ownership of a rusty truck driven by a businessman working in Goldman Sachs is 
considered socially mortifying, on the contrary, a Mercedes SLK driven by a street 
hawker27 is considered overly extravagant (although it is quite a norm because 
they work longer hours than an office worker). This notion of social valuation is 
further inculpated by the type of clothes an individual wears, the type of jewellery 
the individual owns, the type of house the individual dwells in, and other material 
possessions that are socially visible succumbed by social pressure. On the opposite 
end of the polarity of ‘face-value’, the paranoid nature of parents so afraid of their 
children committing casual crimes (such as playing football at void-decks) loses or 
lowers the latter’s ‘face-value’. Fearful of being demeaned, punishments are executed.

In light of being highly developed as a capitalist city-state, discipline and punish 
transgressed into monetary penalties, subjectively, if Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon 
is a prototype of each of the tightly arranged high-rise buildings. Remembering 
as a child, every street corner has signboards that constantly remind the public 
about prohibitions; playing football at void decks carries a fine of SGD$500, and 
my fond memories were to be antagonistic towards those rules. These multiplied 
aide-mémoire are phantom reflections of the upbringing of children persistently 
condemning the nature of Nicolas Andry’s L’ orthopédie ou l’ art de prévenir et de 
corriger dans les enfants les difformités du corps (see Fig. 8 in Preface), when the tree is 
forced to be strictly supported by a brace. As a result, the acrophobic characteristics 
of Singaporeans appears more manifested when I recalled my mother reprimanding 
me for falling then hurting myself, instead of blaming the ground for being uneven.

The resultant extreme paranoia generated from such circumstances created a 
cultural decadance, it forces the participation of daily activities to be limited to 
the governance of such notifications of laws, instilled by the mental dissipations of 
the loss of enjoyment. Ironically, this form self-governance in domestic households 
carried forward by the daily process of feeding prohibitions rules (Fig.23) in public 
transport in Singapore, highlighting the no-gos in the Mass Rapid Transport 
(MRT) trains, connecting the capitalist city-state above and below ground, 
stretching across the island North-South and East-West, transporting employees to 
their offices. It is also important to understand the collective effort to work round 
the clock26 and thus, stressing the inherent features of social discipline. From the 
capitalism aspect of authority, vehicular ownership in Singapore is also a reflection 
of the spatial governance where the escape from visual discipline of signs is feasible.
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The crowded and confined unawareness of the Chinese Hell is well commanded 
by the authorities, directing similar grotesque punishments (Fig.26) as imagined in 
Dante’s Hell. As depicted in the Book of Genesis, Sodom and Gomorrah were cities 
consumed by fire, where the divine judgement was passed upon. This notion of the 
vibrant rites of passage by combustion is transcripted as how funerals were processed 
as described earlier, in optimism of a safer and more comfortable afterlife. Sin usually 
has a temporal component. Even if the sin is remitted, the secular component 
usually is not; if you drink and rot your liver, you may repent and be forgiven 
but you still have a rotten liver. If you embezzle, you may repent and be forgiven 
but you will still go to jail and still have to repay the money back. If you injure 
someone in some way, and that person forgives you, the damage caused remains - the 
consequences of the sin do not go away.

But, no one escapes judgement portrayed by the extreme opposite of the 
committed sins which the Hell scrolls have abstractedly represented the ethereal 
mirage of afterlife and that framed the structure for superstition in most Chinese 
Singaporeans. The number ‘four’ (Chinese: 四; pinyin: Sì)28 has very similar 
pronunciation tones compared to ‘death’ (Chinese: 死; pinyin: Sǐ)29. This is 
extremely important when it comes to verbal communication of the language 
itself, especially with regards to personal matters close to the emotions. This carries 
forward to the various Chinese dialects (Hokkien and Cantonese30 for example) 
present in a multicultural country like Singapore. Due to the nature of the sound, 
tetraphobic31 people in Singapore generally avoid the number ‘four’ in all sense; 
owning a transport vehicle with its registration number with any ‘fours’, or having a 
mobile phone number containing any ‘fours’. 

This brings back the clarification of domestic self-governance; in order for my child 
to succeed (and for me not to lose ‘face’), I must punish and inculcate discipline. Again, 
the acrophobic nature is ever present in all aspects in the Singaporean culture, subtly 
emphasized from inside in the depths of the study room, out to the common social 
standards conceived by centuries of disciplinary courses. In that sense, i am not 
allowed to fail. This judging of beings (as in a courtroom) is additionally present 
in Chinese mythologies. The Yama King, the god of death, (Fig.25) according to 
some superstitions, is the ruler of the departed and is the chief judge in the afterlife. 
The governing body in Hell is therefore as civilized as at home, disciplined as with 
Foucault. We start to see the similarities in Dante’s Hell, the Chinese Hell, and the 
Hell in Singaporean households, transcended by the exuberant Chinese funerals and 
the offerings burnt during, after the processions and during festivals.
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Fig.25 ‘Taizong’s Hell’, a Hell scroll emphasizing the magistrates and their bureaucracy.
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Fig.26 ‘Taizong’s Hell’, a Hell scroll showing the torture and punishments.
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Necessarily, the most important aspect of being tetraphobic lies in the inclination 
to architectural and physical elements in Singapore. In a tiny island filled with 
high-density HDB flats, dwelling units on the fourth floor (and every other floors 
with the number ‘four’ in it: 1four, 2four) are widely steered clear although they are 
ultimately occupied by inhabitants who are supposedly not overly superstitious. 
Logically speaking, units that are higher above ground fetch better resale values 
compared to lower ones (the acrophobic nature of the people is on the contrary 
here), instead, due to superstitions, a unit on the fourth floor is harder to sell than 
compared to a 3rd floor’s. To an extend, the unit on the 3rd floor fetches better 
resale prices. This applies throughout the entire numbering sequence of the units; 
if a unit has a ‘four’ in it (example: #03-four56, 03 being the floor, four56 being the 
unit number), it is highly possible that no tetraphobic Singaporean will buy it.

In that sense, unit number #04-444 (this is the only time in the entire book that 
the actual number of four appears, to stress on the severity of the numerical 
superstitions) is the hardest to sell, especially to a Chinese speaking Singaporean. I 
see the ideal irony with committing murder on the fourth floor. Spatial connotations 
can result in the omission of the storey of bad-luck or a floor that should not 
exist (as seen in the film Being John Malkovich where the 13th floor is missing), 
or to some exaggerated extend, the omission of the number four in every aspect 
of life. Propitiously, Singaporeans are not immensely superstitious as compared 
to tetraphobic Chinese from China. In some elevators, the buttons of ‘unlucky’ 
numbers are omitted totally, which some skyscrapers actually have lesser floors 
than the elevator buttons shows (compare Fig. 28 and Fig. 29) - I consider these as 
extreme and excessive cases of tetraphobia, beyond hope of reconciliation.

Koolhaas has stressed on the importance of mechanical innovation that has played 
in the shaping of architecture in the 20th century. Inventions such as the escalator 
and the elevator propitiated new building typologies such as the department store, 
the shopping mall and the skyscraper. ‘Because the Generic City is largely Asian, 
its architecture is generally air-conditioned; this is where the paradox of the recent 
paradigm shift – the city no longer represents maximum development but borderline 
underdevelopment – becomes acute: the brutal means by which universal conditioning 
is achieved mimic inside the building the climatic conditions that once “ happened” 
outside [...]’32. As how Bachelard vertically coined the ‘dual polarity’ thesis, the 
transition from the void deck (at floor number 0) to the actual dwelling floor (at 
floor 10, for instance) becomes immaterial, followed by a roof. Ideally, the occupants 
live on the 2nd floor, if the 1st floor is the void deck, and the 3rd floor is the roof. 
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When the Housing Development Board (HDB) of Singapore first introduced the 
high-density public housing in the 1960s, basic and functional low-cost housing 
were build hastily to curb the rapidly growing population. The elevators that 
were integrated served only a few floors (for my memory, only floors 0, 6 and 11 
were served in a 12-storey flat) and accessing floors that were not in service of the 
elevator, the occupant must commute by the staircase. In addition, the long linear 
corridors meant that occupants residing at both ends of the block have to stride 
along, therefore being able to peep into the neighbours’ unit through the windows 
(my fondest memory, being able to be curious about the lifestyle of my neighbours). 
This thought of the privacy issue further affected the resale values of those non-
corner units, in addition to units that were not served by the lift. Therefore, the most 
expensive unit within that block would be a corner unit, on the 11th floor. 

The lift upgrading programme only began about a century ago, and that shifted 
the social dynamics of interaction between users. The lifts now serves all floors, 
rendering the use of the staircase only during emergencies (as it was meant to be). 
This in turn shifted the culture of transiting from point A to point C in the shortest 
period of time, eliminating the notion of ‘chance’ at point B; the population 
becomes more private as I experience neighbours shutting their windows more 
often, installing blinds and other form of privacy shades that terminate visual 
contact with their private quarters, where the only interaction I may accidentally 
have is at the lift lobbies or in the lift itself. More commonly noticed, my godmother 
would hold daily conversations with the cleaner when I was still under her charge, 
but on the contrary, conversations with the modern cleaner is the connection only 
with the eyes and a short smile, no words.

This stasis of the condition in Hell becomes no hope of death and one can only 
expect to be a little nearer to what they are in the end compared they were in the 
beginning. It provides me with the analogy of the impossibility of self-emancipation 
from time and space and establishes an intellectual paradigm for the play which in 
the totality of its allusions to the theatre, Shakespeare, chess and language, shows 
how the nearer one comes to the end, the slower time moves. To a Singaporean 
context, the closer it is nearing the end, the faster I wish to eclipse the phantom 
shadows of Hell. Commentary on the corridors in these HDB flats will be further 
clarified in the following chapter, as I quickly take the elevator ascending away from 
this dystopian epoch. 
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Fig.27 Lottery results broadcasted on television.
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Fig.28 An American lift with the omission of the 13th floor.
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Fig.29 An extreme case of tetraphobia where 0, four, and 13 is omitted.
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1. http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/hell?s=t

2. Paradise Lost: Book 1, Lines 258-263, in Paradise Lost, John Milton, edited by John 
Leonard, Penguin Books, England, 2000.

3. Here, I recall my grandmother’s passing when I was still a child. She took care of me while 
both my parents slog in the industry, and we spent decorous times together. During her 
funeral, it wasn’t about the mourning for me, but the gathering of relatives and catching up 
for the time not being able to contact each other.

5. I was told to take turns between every member of the intended family to watch over 
the coffin and never to allow animals near it. The superstition believes that the soul of the 
deceased will be at unrest if a cat ever leaps across the physical body, causing it to never have a 
safe journey to the netherworld (or never be able to travel to the netherworld and always be 
trapped in this world).

6. ‘The House. From Cellar to Garret. The Significance of the Hut.’ in The Poetics of Space - 
The Classic Look At How We Experience Intimate Spaces, Gaston Bachelard, translated by 
Maria Jolas, Beacon Press Books, USA, 199(four).

7. See note 6.

8. See note 6.

9. I generalize Singaporeans as acrophobics because of the manner they perceive verticality. 
As briefly written in the preface part of my research, residing on a higher floor yields better 
habitual status thus generates more resale value.

10. ‘The Link Between Taboos and Death’, in Death and Sensuality - A Study of Eroticism and 
the Taboo, Georges Bataille, Walter and Company, Poland, 1962.

11. A common depiction of the Phoenix was of it attacking snakes with its talons and its 
wings spread. Its body symbolizes the six celestial bodies. The head is the sky, the eyes are the 
sun, the back is the moon, the wings are the wind, the feet are the earth, and the tail is the 
planets. Its feathers contain the five fundamental colours: black, white, red, blue and yellow. 
It is also sometimes depicted as having three legs. It is believed that Phoenix only appear in 
areas or places that are blessed with utmost peace and prosperity or happiness. It is a symbol 
of high virtue and grace,  also symbolizes the union of yin and yang. In some traditions it 
appears in good times but hides during times of trouble, while in other traditions it appeared 
only to mark the beginning of a new era. In China and Japan it was a symbol of the imperial 
house, and it represented “fire, the sun, justice, obedience, and fidelity. - http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Fenghuang 

12. Hanyu Pinyin (simplified Chinese: 汉语拼音; pinyin: Hànyǔ Pīnyīn) is the official 
system to transcribe Chinese characters into Latin script. It is often used to teach Mandarin 
Chinese and spell Chinese names in foreign publications and used as an input method to 
enter Chinese characters (汉字, hànzì) into computers. - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinyin

Footnotes - hell: The paradise
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13. In Chinese mythology, the sun is sometimes symbolized as a three-legged bird, called a 
Sun-bird. 

15. ‘Prison’, in Discipline and Punish - The Birth of the Prison, Michel Foucault, translated 
by Alan Sheridan, Penguin Books, England, 1991.

16. See Fig. 5 in Preface.

17. See Fig. 13, Fig. 15 and see Fig. 6 in Preface.

18. National Service Enlistment Act of Singapore. -http://iprep.ns.sg/faqs.html#registration

19. ‘Govt’ cannot find replacement for executioner’, interview between Alan Shadrake of The 
Australian and Darshan Singh, ex-chief executioner of Singapore of (four)6 years, 28th Oct 
2005. - http://www.singaporedemocrat.org/articleexecutioner.html

20. See note 19.

21. ‘Punishment’, in Discipline and Punish - The Birth of the Prison, Michel Foucault, 
translated by Alan Sheridan, Penguin Books, England, 1991. The switch to prison from 
torture was not immediate. There was a more graded change, though it ran its course 
speedily. The prison was preceded by a different form of public spectacle. The theatre of 
public torture gave way to public chain gangs, punishments became “gentle”, though not for 
humanitarian reasons. Foucault argues that reformists were unhappy with the unpredictable, 
unevenly distributed nature of the violence the sovereign would inflict on the convict. The 
sovereign’s right to punish was so disproportionate that it was ineffective and uncontrolled. 
Reformists felt the power to punish and judge should become more evenly distributed, 
the state’s power must be a form of public power. This, according to Foucault, was of more 
concern to reformists than humanitarian arguments.

22. ‘Introduction’, in The Poetics of Space - The Classic Look At How We Experience 
Intimate Spaces, Gaston Bachelard, translated by Maria Jolas, Beacon Press Books, USA, 
199(four).

23. Literature and Evil, an interview between Georges Bataille and Pierre Dumayet about 
Bataille’s book, Literature and Evil, 1958, translated by youtube.com user, hvolsvellir. - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WiwNekNJGA

25. In Singapore, sex over the age of 16 is legal. However, recent headlines in the news saw 
a school principal jailed for commercial sex with an under aged prostitute (17 at time of 
offence, prostitution under the age of 18 is illegal). - http://www.straitstimes.com/The-Big-
Story/The-Big-Story-1/Story/STIStory_79319( four).html
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26. It is important to understand the working-class culture in Singapore; everyone works 
long hours, in fact, if an adult is not working on a Saturday, that is considered a luxury. 
If the adult works on a Sunday, it is a norm. This is extremely obvious at neighbourhood 
coffeeshops, where food is readily available anywhere on the island if you’re hungry at 3am in 
the wee hours of the morning, during any day of the week. I compare this with the culture in 
Innsbruck and in Melbourne, where I have both lived prior to writing this thesis.

27. A hawker is a person who works in a coffeeshop, or owns a rental stall in a coffeeshop. A 
coffeeshop in Singapore is a food center filled with an array of assorted cultural food types 
ranging from vegetarian meals to traditional Muslim delicacies. Basically, everything you 
could imagine is available in a coffeeshop in a Singaporean context.

28. Listen to the pronunciation. - http://translate.google.com/#en|zh-CN|four

29. Listen to the pronunciation. - http://translate.google.com/#en|zh-CN|die

30. I’ve only quoted this 2 Chinese dialects because I understand and speak them, although 
I’m certain that in other dialects, they have similar tonalities.

31. Tetraphobia is an aversion to or fear of the number (four). It is a superstition most 
common in East Asian and Southeast Asian regions such as China, Taiwan, Singapore, 
Malaysia, Japan, Korea and Vietnam. - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetraphobia

32. The Generic City in S,M,L,XL - Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau. - http://www.mediafire.
com/?m2wzmzntjfy
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Chapter 1 cover page - Hell - The Paradise - Part 1 of 3 of a triptych of photo montages. 

Fig.1 Joss House, housing of a different sort. Elaborately constructed out of paper and burnt 
at a funeral to provide accommodation in the netherworld for the departed soul.  - http://
www.flickr.com/photos/arnisd/376( fourty-four)19009/

I am compelled to remove all number Fours, please substitute all URLs where (four) appears, 
with the number.

Fig.2 A typical religious Chinese funeral in Singapore: please note that the attire of related 
family members in a funeral varies between the relationships to the deceased. - http://alisa-
alig.blogspot.com/2009_12_01_archive.html

Fig.3 Sale of fake (paper) clothes, shoes, watches for ancestor veneration ( Joss paper). - 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jlascar/( four)509797900

Fig.5 ‘Paper Mercedes and paper bungalow’ with folded paper money to represent ancient 
Chinese form of currency, the gold and silver ingots; all to be burnt for the deceased. - http://
files.campus.edublogs.org/blog.nus.edu.sg/dist/8/1( four)( four)3/files/2011/03/DSCN2967.
JPG

Fig.6 Gold plastic decorative ingots. - http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_dZr4wWEDJbE/
S3YgaAzq3JI/AAAAAAAADAU/3p( four)doF-tLQE/s( four)00/money_
boats.0702272786110N5X.jpg

Fig.7 Deep-fried handmade Chinese dumplings known as ‘wanton’ to symbolize the ingots 
(see Fig.6). - http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_CdF_nh1tEpw/SPtOVtuxkII/AAAAAAAAExw/
( four)8JbGy1O8Iw/s( four)00/cooking+baking+201+220-a.JPG

Fig.8 ‘Paper Money’ for funerals, take note of the ‘Bank’ in charged of the currency on the 
right. - www.flickr.com/photos/rowmuse/2951057( four)5/sizes/o/in/photostream/

Fig.9 An elaborate Muslim wedding held at the void-deck under a typical HDB flat. - http://
www.flickr.com/photos/archisculpture/5689575976/

Fig.10 ‘Casket Fairprice’ advertisement banner for coffins hung along a sheltered walkway 
beside a void-deck; note the irony against Fig.9. Singapore is a multicultural country with 
four main races: Chinese, Malays, Indians, others, in the correct order of percentage. Where 
is the translation of Malay and Indian languages for this advertisement? We start to see 
that the target audience of void-deck funerals lies mainly on the majority of the Chinese 
population. - http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_pv2H08_9hQU/Swqo6-U-kVI/AAAAAAAAANw/

Fig.11 Bird enthusiasts watching their pets in cages at a typical void-deck. - http://2( four).
media.tumblr.com/tumblr_kovp0rtllX1qz5k9lo1_500.jpg

image Credits - hell: The paradise
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Fig.12 ‘Official Table of Drops’, used by the British (the British has thus abolished the 
death penalty in all circumstances in 1998) and inherited by the Singaporean judicial court, 
showing the height of the drop in relation to the body weight of the criminal should the 
accused be sentenced to capital punishment or death penalty by hanging. Data obtained 
from - http://www.capitalpunishmentuk.org/hanging2.html

Fig.13 ‘Death by A Thousand Cuts’, the sentence of ‘slow-slicing’ executed in full public 
view. It is unclear whether the order of slicing is carried out accordingly here and in Fig.15. 
From my personal knowledge, I have presumed that the head should be decapitated last 
after all supposed 3,333 cuts or strokes of cuts have been respected. Also, note the gender of 
the people viewing the ‘ceremony’. - http://www.chinasmack.com/2010/pictures/slow-slicing-
photos-female-criminal-late-qing-dynasty.html

Fig.15 See Fig. 13.

Fig.16 Screen grab at 56mins03secs from the movie ‘I Not Stupid Too’, 2006, directed 
by Singaporean comedian, Jack Neo. A student is being caned on stage in a public school 
assembly for mischief by the discipline master, witnessed by students and teachers. Again, 
note that the discipline master performing the act of discipline is a male.

Fig.17 A demonstration by a prison officer caning a dummy tied and secured to an ‘A’ 
frame. I recall clearly that I was brought to a prison excursion during primary school to see 
such procedures of punishment. In every school excursion, a letter of authorization must 
be endorsed by my parents in order for the school to allow me to participate in this trip. 
- http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_FpjdQ6Nt1GQ/TQUvqFTXxFI/AAAAAAAAAC( four)/lT-
gL6WeKtI/s1600/example%2Bof%2Bcaning.jpg

Fig.18 Different types of senior and junior judicial rattan canes. - http://
muslimmedianetwork.com/mmn/windows-live-pictures/Ten-Lashes_ED27/cane.jpg

Fig.19 ‘Feather Duster Cane’, the old-fashioned feather duster cane was commonly found 
in classrooms, and used by teachers as a disciplinary tool on students who misbehaved 
during lessons. - http://l1.yimg.com/bt/api/res/1.2/jjlCK_92EmYrd6dFu19BsA--/
YXBwaWQ9eW5ld3M7cT0( four)NTt3PTMxMA--/http://media.zenfs.com/en-SG/blogs/
buzzing/featherdustercane.jpg

Fig.20 ‘Wooden rulers’, can be used as an instrument for punishing and to discipline 
misbehaving children, most commonly at ages 10 and below. Original image has been edited 
and all (four)s removed. - http://www.asia.ru/images/img/62457/HC-ruler.jpg
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Fig.21 ‘Rattan cane’, commonly used by parents to discipline misbehaving children 
domestically. These rattan canes can be easily bought in convenience shops, costing 
approximately SGD$0.50 each, best sales during examination time. Sometimes parents use 
other implements such as the handle of a feather-duster (made of rattan), plastic or wooden 
rulers or even clothes hangers. The misbehaving child is usually caned on the thighs, calves, 
buttocks or palms. This form of punishment is legal in Singapore, but not particularly 
encouraged by the authorities, and parents are likely to be charged with child abuse if the 
child is injured. And as Bart Lootsma commented, they are sold in ‘kiddy colours’.- http://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/Rattancane.jpg

Fig.22 Sectional profile of the 3 types of rattan canes: the senior judicial cane, the junior 
judicial cane, the domestic cane. 

Fig.23 A sticker pasted on every single public Mass Rapid Transport (MRT) train, giving 
notice to passengers about the severity of committing public offences. A durian is a tropical 
fruit which most Americans and Europeans considered to smell awful. Here in this image, 
the authorities probably couldn’t figure out a decent fine for that. - http://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Singapore_MRT_Fines.jpg

Fig.25 ‘Taizong’s Hell’, led by the Yama King from the 1st through the 5th court in Hell. 
This scroll emphasizes on the magistrates and their bureaucracy. - http://academic.reed.edu/
hellscrolls/scrolls/Fseries/F01/index.html

Fig.26 ‘Taizong’s Hell’, a Hell scroll showing the judging, punishments and torture from the 
1st through 3rd courts in Hell. Vapor trails cover the backgrounds of these scrolls, apparently 
transforming hell into an ethereal realm. - http://academic.reed.edu/hellscrolls/scrolls/Gseries/
G01/index.html

Fig.27 Lottery results broadcasted on television. - http://ttg.channelnewsasia.com/intv5/883.
gif

Fig.28 An American lift with the omission of the 13th floor lift button. - http://
marcromanoff.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/180px-elevator_buttons.jpg

Fig.29 A lift in Shanghai with number 0, (four), and 13 omitted. - http://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/d/d4/ShanghaiMissingFloors.jpg
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CLEMENTINE
(eyes welling)

  This is it, Joel.  It’s gonna be gone soon.

JOEL
  I know.

CLEMENTINE
  What do we do?

JOEL
  Enjoy it.  Say good-bye.2

PURGE1   [purj]  verb, purged, purg·ing, noun, verb (used with object)

1. to rid of whatever is impure or undesirable; cleanse; purify.
2. to rid, clear, or free (usually followed by of or from ): to purge a political party of 
disloyal members.
3. to clear of imputed guilt or ritual uncleanliness.
5. to clear away or wipe out legally (an offense, accusation, etc.) by atonement or 
other suitable action.
6. to remove by cleansing or purifying (often followed by away, off,  or out ).
7. to put to death or otherwise eliminate (undesirable or unwanted members) from a 
political organization, government, nation, etc.

In the film Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind by Michel Gondry, Joel ( Jim 
Carrey) tries relentlessly to reconcile with Clementine (Kate Winslet), drawn to 
each other on account of their radical different personalities prior to their memory 
losses. After a nasty fight, Clementine decides to erase all her memories of their 
relationship. Upon discovering this, Joel is distraught and decides to undergo the 
procedure himself, a process that takes place while he sleeps. As his memories are 
erased, and upon seeing happier times of his relationship with Clementine, he 
struggles to preserve at least some memory of their past relationship and his love for 
her. Despite his efforts, the memories are slowly erased, with the last few memories 
of Clementine telling him to “enjoy it”. Joel beckons Clementine to start over; 
Clementine initially resists, pointing out it could go the same way. Joel accepts this, 
and they decide to attempt a relationship anyway, starting their life together anew. 
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Fig.1 ‘Acrophobia’.
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Scientifically this term lacunar amnesia embodies the memory loss of a specific event 
and leaves a gap in the record of the memory, or in my interpretation of Purgatory 
in The Divine Comedy, an intermediate state of limbo3. Purgatory represents a 
certain image of what pain can generate, of its desperation, but also the magnitude 
of its beauty. This combination of suffering and hope, as in cause and reaction, or the 
mentally-forced attrition of unfolded memories, even when erased, always returns 
in an insolent manner until the vicious cycle of purging is eventually completed. 
To a Singaporean context, where I grew up, it is a place where I constantly revisit 
to recollect the cultural expectations and the meaning of life. I seek to understand 
the rationale and purpose of its spatial vortex as a spectacle, homogeneous to Edgar 
Allen Poe’s ‘A Descent into the Maelström’5 of how people and objects alike are 
magnetized into this beautiful and awesome creation.

There is a legendary story of a Siamese strongman named Badang, who threw a 
massive stone6 to the mouth of the Singapore River. I see the symbolism of the 
stone at the mouth of the river (in the following paragraphs, I will expand on 
the importance of the river) similar to the Mount of Purgatory, where migrant 
labourers are continuously funnelled into the flourishing island and with the 
stone subsequently blown apart to create more space for living quarters, Purgatory 
becomes embedded within the earth and is constantly being built upon in all 3 
axis. Prior to the Chinese Diaspora (1819-1950s) that saw the mass migration of 
coolies7 to Singapore, that tiny island was once only a Malayan Peninsular fishing 
village and kampongs8, preying on passing ships as pirates (geographically, Singapore 
is the gateway between the East and West trading sea-routes). The 1st large wave of 
immigration began between 1823-1891 after Singapore became a free trading port.

The history of toil from infancy of the Chinese coolies and the eagerness to make 
money allowed their employers to capitalize on the attitude of the labourers, hiring 
them as manual workforce doing unskilled jobs such as rickshaw pullers, trishaw 
riders and farmers. They were employed in mines, ports, in rubber and other 
plantations, in clearing jungles and on construction sites. They did back-breaking 
tasks such as loading and unloading cargo and tin ore mining under the scorching 
sun during the state of booming commercial activity. It was a common sight in early 
Singapore to see coolies carrying gunny sacks filled with commodities such as spices 
and sugar near the Singapore river. Some labourers were contracted but cheated 
which forced them to prolong their stay and work in hopes of saving more money 
to return home, while the new waves of migrants continue to be drawn by the 
prosperous expectations of having a better life, for themselves and their families.
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Fig.3 Coolies ferrying goods from the boats to the quay.

Fig.2 The Singapore river, 1956

Fig.5 Chinese coolies transporting construction equipment.
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The basic ideology of job competition forces the labourers to live and work under 
strict personal guidelines, further instills self-discipline, being very aware that 
they will be self-punished for the lack of monetary achievement. This invisible 
supervision of the employers further injects the paranoia which snowballed to the 
cultural decadence of the gullible ethics of these labourers, created the identity 
of their future generations. Plus, this counter-productivity of culture stereotyped 
Singaporeans as the group of people who barely fails, and are extremely productive. 
The assembly of secret societies (self-governing organization) were formed in order 
to further integrate the overseas Chinese, categorizing the willing members by their 
dialect, the village where they originated from and the surname of their recruits. 
This provided additional care for the fellow population which in turn allowed (and 
some, forced) more people to stay on after the resolution of their contracts. 

This spatial magnetization and persuasion fortifies the Mount of Purgatory not 
only as a region of actual human and commodity transition, but also a metaphysical 
circumstance of holding, keeping and growing, which Singapore has so successfully 
developed into. Identical to the BBC drama series Ashes to Ashes and the film 
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, I find myself perpetually revisiting my 
fondest memories I have left behind in hopes to feel them again but the facets 
in view were only mirages and dreams. I was born in the 80s, remembering the 
corridors where I used to stride up and down towards the lift and from the lift, back 
to my godmother’s flat. These corridors hold the cultural reflection of each of the 
occupants as I could tell the race and religion from the number of ornaments hung 
outside of their houses, by the type of plants they place in their ‘gardens’ (Fig. 7), by 
the smell of each unit, by hearing the kind of television programs they watch.

I consider clothes as particularly private elements of an individual. A façade of 
a building determines (or not) the general composition of space and the overall 
presence it provides; just as how fashion determines the certain level of identity an 
individual may carry. This exhibition of hanging laundry to dry (therefore, there is 
no culture of owning a dryer) is an explicit demonstration of the warm-heartedness 
Singaporeans possess and can be clearly seen on the back end of every single block 
of HDB flat (Fig. 9). This fascinating public display of the most personal apparel 
(Fig. 8) is the exact opposite of how Singaporeans treat intimate spaces; they are 
extremely protective of their belongings, just as how hard it was to battle for a job 
and a decent life that their fore-fathers struggled to survive. At the same time, there 
is this constant resemblance to the kampong (Fig.10) lifestyle, where community 
involvement was once part of the nucleus of spatial organization. 
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Fig.7 A ‘private garden’ along he public corridor space.

Fig.6 Typical HDB flat with a common linear corridor.

Fig.8 Laundry hung out to dry along the corridor.
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The transition from a 3rd-world country to a highly modernized 1st-world 
city-state lasted approximately 30 years beginning from the 60s, eliminating the 
prolonged process of a developing 2nd-world society as compared to most European 
civilizations. Shortly after Singapore gained full independence from the British, 
the main rigorous focus of the government for development was to address various 
economic and social problems, the over-population issues, converting swampy 
areas in the Western part of the island into industrial estates, reallocating kampong 
communities and constructing high-density public housing. This acceleration of 
development was built upon the ideology of the speed of production where the 
population were mainly trained in technical vocational schools and institutes 
preparing them for the workforce in order to boost the economical status especially 
being geographically powerful, instead of intellectual studies such as philosophy.

Further encouragement of foreign and local investments which the government 
provided low tax rates and tax holidays of 5-10 years prompted further 
industrialization and improvement of the quality of education. This direction 
demanded skilled labour that saw the English language taking priority over the 
vernacular Chinese and Malay language as the main medium of communication 
with the world. Situated at the crossroads of shipping routes allowed Singapore to 
have an advantage over its neighbouring countries, considering that the efficient 
import and export of refined goods and raw materials means it is easier to find 
international markets for cheaper raw products which in turn value-adds the goods 
and that brought more income. By the mid-70s, big petroleum companies like Shell 
and Esso (now ExxonMobil) have oil refineries built on reclaimed land offshore of 
Singapore and was the 3rd largest then. 

In fear of labour unrest, a single umbrella organization forcibly (National Trade 
Union Congress or NTUC) consolidates all existing labour unions to be closely 
related to the government, which in turn meant longer working hours and stricter 
labour legislations. To further resolve racial riots, primary and secondary school 
students are required to recite the national pledge and sing the national anthem at 
school assemblies and during flag raising/lowering ceremonies to inculcate national 
fraternity. This constant drumming of disciplinary policies produces healthy 
competition for scholar activities such as scoring better grades than their fellow 
students in order to have better job opportunities in the future. On the hind side, 
this endless and aimless cycle of production reduces the chances of instrumental 
rationalization about their spatial environment. Therefore, there was little regard for 
the creative industry9 and metaphysical discourses.
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Fig.9 Laundry hung on bamboo poles, displayed at the back end of a HDB flat.
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Fig.10 Kampong lifestyle showing the vernacularity of how Singapore used to be.
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This rapid growth saw the obligation to preserve vernacular shophouses (Fig.11) 
to instill the cultural identity of what the country once used to be. It is exceedingly 
obvious if one would hold a conversation with the locals in that estate and listen to 
the dialects they continue to speak on top of English as the primary language of the 
country. The retention of culture is further supported by the superstitious beliefs of 
bringing a copy of the exact physical properties of architecture into the netherworld 
(Fig. 12 and Fig. 1-(four) in Chapter 1), which sequentially leads to the mysterious 
confidence in the existence of ghosts. Religious (or superstitious) Chinese believe 
that during the 15th night of the 7th lunar month (full moon) in the lunisolar 
calendar, the gates of Hell opens for the Hungry Ghost Festival, where these spirits 
roam the living world seeking food and entertainment which they were so deprived 
of, suffering in the depths of Hell. 

Traditionally, this festival represents the celebration of a new season of harvest, the 
peak of monastic asceticism, the rebirth of ancestors and the assembly of the local 
community. Ludicrously, it evolved to the mythological beliefs of non-metaphysical 
reality where people continually burn paper offerings as depicted similarly to the 
funerals; paper money, paper cars, paper architecture and mimicking all other 
material products of the living world in hopes that the undead receives them in the 
netherworld during the Hungry Ghost Festival. I recall the smell of the surrounding 
neighbourhoods, as distinct as the smell of smoke from an European chimney 
during winter. Temporary stages and tents are set up for the entertainment of the 
community and ghosts alike (Fig. 16-17), feasts and auctions are organized to run in 
parallel to the events. “Finish your food, or the ghosts will haunt you!”, declared my 
godmother, in one of her pedantic attempts to feed me when I was still a child.

All these preparation for this big festival has stimulated the consumeristic characters 
in Singaporeans, where the endless shopping for food products and other material 
commodities overlap the existing desire for trendy fashion apparels. ‘[...] a more 
telling lack of creativity may have been evident in one of the city’s two primal passions: 
shopping. Allowing for the usual variations in price range, the city’s countless malls 
all sell essentially the same goods, with extraordinarily little attempt to vary their 
presentation. While this is generally true of malls elsewhere, and in fact is one of the 
reasons people everywhere flock to malls, a genuinely competitive retail culture will 
assure that the shopper periodically encounters either something new or something 
familiar in an unexpected context.’10 I find Gibson’s brute perception of Singapore 
synchronously parallel to how Dante describes in illusory visions in Purgatory while 
circling up in search of Heaven.
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Fig.11 Tanjong Katong, Singapore.

As Koolhaas noted in Generic City, the escalators and elevators propitiated the 
departmental stores, shopping malls and the skyscrapers. The transition between 
spaces are now defined by the speed in search of new variations of goods expectedly 
duplicated by same branding store only in a different building, presented under a 
different context, further fuelled by the lack of care of time especially when shops 
operate till 10pm at night daily (on average), let alone the food comsumption 
culture’s operational hours rhythms 2(four)/7 in the neighbourhood estates. Similar 
to the silently violent impression of Gibson’s presentiment of Singapore as he 
commented in the previous paragraph, the senseless ideologies of Singaporeans are 
evidently exposed on behalf of ‘face value’. This aimless search for new ideas and the 
constant updating of trendy fashion and goods alike now becomes insensible as the 
locals engage themselves in a self-inflicted shopping comatose.
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Fig.12 ‘Paper house’, made in a shop along Joo Chiat Road, Tanjong Katong, Singapore

Shopping centers used to be physically above ground. William Lim with Tay Kheng 
Soon and Koh Seow Chuan were successful with their architectural proposal for 
People’s Park Complex (Fig.22). The People’s Park Complex is a large mixed-use 
development, consisting of offices and apartments above a podium of shopping 
space. The complex was envisioned as ‘a new nucleus within the whole fabric of the 
city core’, and was designed to revitalize one of the most populated and traditional 
enclaves in post-independent Singapore, in Chinatown. Being a ‘people’s shopping 
centre’, the complex is strategically located in one of the most populous areas in 
Singapore’s central business district. Its name as well as the block of flats was the 
closest to Le Corbusier’s ideal of high-rise living, as expressed in his Marseilles Unité 
d’Habitation, both in concept and in form, and also recognized in Hilberseimer’s 
Hochhausstadt. 
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Fig.16 Front row seats are left empty for the ‘VIPs’.

Fig.15 People participating in the Hungry Ghost Festival, enjoying a ‘public’ performance.

Fig.13 Shopping frenzy for food to be offered to the ‘ghosts’.
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Fig.19 Shopping frenzy in Chinatown, Singapore.

Fig.18 The Hungry Ghost Festival is also a costume party for some.

Fig.17 Bankers burning paper money and offerings in front of a bank.
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Fig.20 Book cover of ‘True Singapore Ghost Stories’.
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Fig.21 Cycling of escalators in the shopping centre, Plaza Singapura, Singapore.
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Fig.22 People’s Park Complex, mixed-used development.
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Fig.23 Hochhausstadt by Ludwig Karls Hilberseimer. 

People’s Park Complex has thematically adopted the intelligible segregation of 
functions; mechanical transport on the lower and underground levels followed by 
businesses and pedestrian on the 2nd and 3rd level respectively. Residential units 
are stacked on top of each other, above all other activities adopting the old principle 
of the vernacular shophouses, ‘living above your store’. In this way, it separated 
vehicular traffic from pedestrian movement so they do not influence each other. By 
ordering the city in this manner, it kept the movement short, the business is directly 
under the residential area. Underground multi-storey carparks came into light and 
started to free up public spaces by stacking vehicles below one another vertically 
therefore allowing further variations of typological and programmatic planning such 
as factories, museums, assembly halls, churches or schools. This is in contrast to the 
Hochhausstadt, where residential blocks are the dominance of spatial organization.

This notion of expansion in both vertical axis in the city centre gave birth to 
the realization that the city has limited historical memories which in turn 
defined the spatial conditions of housing memories11 underground. The constant 
digging also exposed the residential environment to a reflection of a necropolic 
suspicion in the city centre as vertical tombstones, where multi-storey carparks 
in the neighbourhood began taking shape above ground, and the subterranean 
infrastructures rely on mechanical ventilation and artificial lighting. For People’s 
Park Complex, commercial activities creep into the the residential spaces (Fig. 22), 
as offices slowly infect the residential units above the shopping complex, renting 
them as additional offices or storage subdivisions, forcing the inhabitants to move 
into suburban contexts which further increased the height of newly built HDB flats, 
unconsciously unveiling, firstly, the acrophobic dystopian culture of the city-state.  
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Secondly, due to the lack of subterranean extent in the suburban estates, memories 
are either stored in storerooms (storerooms will be further hypothesized in 
the following chapter), or the people actively search for them from within the 
catacombs of Singapore’s shopping paradise and instinctively ascend the cycling 
of the departmental stores above ground. These connotations to the presence of 
ghosts hovering onto this living realm is patently visible via the escalators where 
the population float from subterranean train stations onto the ground level and 
then up onto the shops in the city center, and back into the neighbourhood crypts 
when they glide down the escalators while waiting for the train to report home. 
This journey home becomes more blatant when the trains burrow tunnels and 
then surface back up to speed past the world, then back down again, blurring the 
transition between the city and the suburban estates into ephemeral moments.

Thirdly, Singapore is ascribed to the geographical persecution (the locals hate the 
hot and humid environment, just as how I enjoy the cold during winter in the 
alpine region) of the weather. With no seasonal changes all year round and the 
homogeneous climatic consequences of being located on the Equator, Singaporeans 
constantly seek refuge at intervals in air-conditioned departmental stores (air-
conditioning in homes will be further displayed in the following chapter) and 
under some protection from the direct burning sun in addition to the fact that 
they prefer aimless window shopping and escaping from nature. The awareness 
for frost is subconsciously in play because there is the lack consideration for warm 
clothing, especially when we see the expedition from this realm to the netherworld 
is conveyed by fire (cremation and the burning of offerings, although some practice 
the burying of their deceased; for 15 years, then the remains must be exhumed12). 

Singaporeans constantly search for underground spaces for activities as an 
interpretation to escape from the purgatorian state on surface in order not to be 
punished by the weather. Apart from the emphasis of shopping and public transport, 
there is also a hunger for open and uncluttered subterranean spaces to improvise 
sporty pasttimes of teenagers and young adults alike; breakdancing (Fig.26), easily 
accessible via the underground malls that connect from train stations to major 
shopping centeres, hotels, and offices (Fig.25). That is a common sight as these 
people rehearse and practice their dance moves, or skateboard, or master BMX-
stunts on their modified bicycles. Evidently, this demonstrates the fear of being 
exposed to nature while consciously aware of being under-ground hidden away from 
the shadows of observing eyes of the public. Meanwhile, the relationship with ghostly 
encounters and the affinity to Hell as a subterranean realm is merged.   
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Fig.27 Danse Macabre, screen grab from the movie The Seventh Seal by Ingmar Bergman.

Fig.26 Underground breakdancing at the Esplanade, Singapore.

Fig.25 Underground shopping malls connecting various building typologies and infrastructure.
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Even being a ghost, there is a constant psychosis of being punished by the police of 
Hell (Fig.28). There are rules for the spirits to adhere to, Heibaiwuchang will arrest 
overstayers on this realm and drag them back to Hell, if caught. “Wouldn’t this 
portray both Dante’s Hell and Purgatory, as absolute replicas in both Singapore’s 
Hell and Purgatory?”, I thought to myself. If I were a ghost, I would speedily hurry 
away from these streets of fire to get out of sight of the police and hide in the earthly 
Garden of Eden.  

Danse Macabre (Fig.27) is an artistic genre of late-medieval allegory on the 
university of death; no matter the stratum of one’s in life, the Dance of Death unites 
all. The gathering of teenagers and young adults in an unobstructed underground 
domain effortlessly connected by various tunnels, undisputed shortcuts taken 
by commuters and people to various points of interests, identically represents 
the magnetization of a subterranean realm considered to be free and open. This 
unification of the community into a central region (literally) is undoubtedly 
manifested by the disregard for Dante’s fable poem but at the same time, consciously 
aware (but ignorant) by the concealment of legal activities. This sheltered space, 
as uniform as the void decks, are undone spaces begging to be functionally taken 
advantage of. Who says that Singaporeans lack creativity13, if only those warning 
signboards gave rewards instead of penalizing the inventive use of the lacuna?
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Fig.28 Heibaiwuchang, guardians of Hell.
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1. http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/purge?s=t

2. Conversation between Joel ( Jim Carrey) and Clementine (Kate Winslet) from the script 
of the movie ‘Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind’ at 1hr26min21secs, directed by Michel 
Gondry. Movie script obtained from - http://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Eternal-Sunshine-of-
the-Spotless-Mind.html

3. Purgatory in accordance with Dante is condition of purification or temporary punishment 
by which those who die in a state of grace are believed to be made ready for Heaven. 

5. A Descent into the Maelström, Edgar Allen Poe. - http://www.online-literature.com/
poe/26/

6. The Singapore Stone: a fragment of a large sandstone slab which originally stood at the 
mouth of the Singapore River. The slab, which is believed to date back to at least the 13th 
century and possibly as early as the 10th or 11th century, bore an undeciphered inscription. 
Recent theories suggest that the inscription is either in Old Javanese or Sanskrit. It is likely 
that the person who commissioned the inscription was Sumatran. The slab was blown up in 
1843 to clear and widen the passageway at the river mouth to make space for a fort and the 
quarters of its commander. - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singapore_Stone

7. Chinese coolies formed the early backbone of Singapore’s labour force, engaged mainly 
in hard physical labour. They were mainly impoverished Chinese immigrants who came 
to Singapore in the later half of the 19th century, seeking their fortune but serving instead 
as indentured, unskilled labourers. Coolies were employed in almost every sector of work 
including construction work, plantation work, in ports and mines and as rickshaw pullers. 
The word “coolie” is believed to have come from the Hindi term kuli, which is also the name 
of a native tribe of Gujerat in western India. It is believed that the Kulis were among the first 
coolies as they were easy to recruit. The word kuli also means “hire” in Tamil.

8. kam·pong - a small village or community of houses in Malay-speaking lands.
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/kampong?s=t

9. ‘Apple couldn’t emerge in Singapore’, interview with Apple co-founder, Steve Wozniak. - 
http://blogs.wsj.com/searealtime/2011/12/15/wozniak-apple-couldnt-emerge-in-singapore/

10. ‘Disneyland with the Death Penalty’, William Gibson. - http://www.wired.com/wired/
archive/1.0( four)/gibson.html?pg=4&topic=

11. ‘Not only our memories, but the things we have forgotten are housed.’, in ‘Introduction’, in 
The Poetics of Space - The Classic Look At How We Experience Intimate Spaces, Gaston 
Bachelard, translated by Maria Jolas, Beacon Press Books, USA, 199(four).

12. After exhuming the bodies, they will be relocated into columbariums. - http://www.nea.
gov.sg/passesaway/burial.htm 

13. See point 9.

Footnotes - purgatory: no escape
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Chapter 2 cover page - Purgatory - No Escape, - Part 2 of 3 of a triptych of photo montages.

Fig.1 ‘Acrophobia’, personal sketch. I relish the ambiguity of drawings and always designate 
to open psychological interpretations of image and content.

Fig.2 ‘Singapore River 1956’, showing the boat activity at the mouth of the river. - http://
www.flickr.com/photos/tyersall/( four)992( four)6( four)( four)( four)

Fig.3 Coolies transporting goods from the boats to the quay. - http://www.the-inncrowd.com/
imagespaternalgrandmother/Coolies%20at%20Singapore%20River%201930.jpg

Fig.5 Chinese coolies employed as manual labourers. - http://www.geomancy.net/upload/
postcard-Singapore%20coolies.jpg

Fig.6 A common HDB flat with a linear common corridor, some occupants have hung their 
laundry on the outer ledge of the parapet, some with tall plants. Note the gaps in the parapet 
along the corridors; as a child, that was my view to the world, limited by size of the gaps 
itself. - unknown flickr.com source

Fig.7 The display of nature along corridors and the invasion of private spaces spilled onto 
the public spaces of the corridor. From the ornaments hung on the walls and beams, this 
is most likely an Indian/Hindi family. - http://www.renotalk.com/main/Home_Decor/
iart0111102011/jw.jpg

Fig.8 Laundry hung out to dry along the corridor. - unknown flickr.com source

Fig.9 Laundry hung on bamboo poles on display at the back end of a HDB flat, with an 
aluminium cladded façade in the background. - www.flickr.com/photos/archisculpture/18( four
)9( four)77555/sizes/o/in/photostream/

Fig.10 Laundry hung in the garden of a kampong. Note the military uniform; this is a new 
issue of the newly adapted ‘digital’ camouflage print, it was only amended 3 years ago. - 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/acroamatic/59( four)1686927/

Fig.11 ‘Tanjong Katong’, Singapore, showing the series of shophouses that still 
currently embraces the vernacular culture. - http://www.flickr.com/photos/agnieszka_
wetton/28623( four)9018/in/photostream/

Fig.12 ‘Paper house’, made in a shop along Joo Chiat Road in Tanjong Katong, Singapore. 
This paper house is meant for funerals where the relatives of the deceased will burn during a 
funeral procession (Chapter 1, Hell: The Paradise). - http://www.flickr.com/photos/agnieszka_
wetton/2862360398/in/photostream/

Fig.13 The shopping frenzy for food offerings, where the majority of shoppers are the 
elderly. - http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-3P2WHkNsRZY/TjFS5wvUy_I/AAAAAAAALLk/
wu5k67RbRL8/s1600/PG-Hungry%2BGhost%2Bfest%2BSBoay.jpg

image Credits - purgatory: no escape
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Fig.15 People watching a public performance during the Hungry Ghost Festival, which is 
actually meant for the ghosts. - http://www.flickr.com/photos/little_red_dot/5077338970/
sizes/o/in/photostream/

Fig.16 Front row seats are left empty for the ghosts, assuming that there are not more 
than 13 VIP ghosts. - http://www.flickr.com/photos/guanness/39099953( four)8/sizes/z/in/
photostream/

Fig.17 ‘Hungry Ghosts’, bankers burning ‘hell money’ in front of a bank during the Hungry 
Ghost Festival. - http://www.flickr.com/photos/paperghost/1228670373/

Fig.18 Costume party at the famous club in Singapore, Zouk, during the Hungry Ghost 
Festival. - unknown flickr.com source

Fig.19 ‘Festival of the Hungry Ghosts’, Pictures from Chinatown, Singapore. - http://www.
flickr.com/photos/jim_hardiman/39( four)12915( four)0/

Fig.20 ‘True Singapore Ghost Stories, Vol. 20’, book cover, Russell Lee. I used to read them 
religiously when I was a child until my father told me that the stories were all nonsense, and 
never allowed me to read or buy for me. - http://( four).bp.blogspot.com/_VVmrMVzazDQ/
S9BceOp581I/AAAAAAAABhk/tdfCxKPN6AM/s1600/

Fig.21 ‘Escalators of Plaza Singapura’, shopping centre in Singapore. - www.flickr.com/photos/
fraginal/25002810( fourty-four)

Fig.22 ‘People’s Park Complex’, first high-rise residential and commercial building in 
Southeast Asia in the early 70s. - http://photos.mondinion.com/pictures/hash155/652955-3.
jpg

Fig.23 ‘Hochhausstadt’, Ludwig Karl Hilberseimer. -  http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/citi/
images/standard/WebLarge/WebImg_000102/9711_869951.jpg

Fig.25 ‘CityLink Mall’, underground shopping mall connecting several points of interest 
including the MRT station in the city centre, Singapore. - http://denslee.com/wp-content/
uploads/2009/12/CityLink-Mall.jpg

Fig.26 Breakdancers practicing in the open space underground in the passage connecting 
between Marina Square shopping centre and City Hall MRT station, screen grab at 
15seconds in the clip. - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsaqymJBKWo&feature=play
er_embedded#!

Fig.27 ‘Danse Macabre’, screen grab at 1hr 31 minutes 13 seconds from the movie ‘The 
Seventh Seal’ by Ingmar Bergman, 1957, personal collection of movies. Danse Macabre - 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/danse-macabre?o=10007( four)

Fig.28 ‘Hei Bai Wu Chang’, the guardians from hell whose responsibilities are to pick up the 
ghostly spirit from the dead person and transport it to hell. - http://media.photobucket.com/
image/heibaiwuchang.jpg/Idreamtobreakaway/heibaiwuchang.jpg
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heav·en1   [hev-uhn] noun

1. the abode of God, the angels, and the spirits of the righteous after death; the place 
or state of existence of the blessed after the mortal life.
2. (initial capital letter) Often, Heavens. the celestial powers; God.
3. heavens, (used interjectionally to express emphasis, surprise, etc.): Heavens, what a 
cold room!
5. Usually, heavens. the sky, firmament, or expanse of space surrounding the earth.
6. a place or state of supreme happiness: She made his life a heaven on earth.
7. (in any of various mythologies) a place, such as Elysium or Valhalla, to which those 
who have died in the gods’ favour are brought to dwell in happiness.

Love, love will tear us apart again.2

    
     - Ian Curtis (1956 - 1980), Joy Division

The song ostensibly reflects Ian’s mental chassis with his wife leading to his suicide, 
paradoxically in reverse to Dante’s primary reason for his ascension to the Heavens 
with the help of Beatrice. At this point in my essay, it is imperative to believe that 
life after the physical death is not dead, but the body is safely living in a parallel 
world. ‘Wise men say, only fools rush in. But I can’t help falling in love with you.’3, 
chorused by the celebrated Elvis Presley, is a remnant of how we are doomed to come 
to a sticky end at some point; [can’t help]...[falling]. This act of falling (acrophobia) 
in witticism is further slapped by the foremost characters of the entire song, ‘wise 
men’. It is of no doubt that we constantly search for the authentic Heaven as a place 
to envision or as close to paradise as we can obscurely see. As Belinda Carlisle sung, 
“Oh, Heaven is a place on Earth. They say in Heaven, love comes first. We’ll make 
Heaven a place on Earth.”5 Finally, now, we can all rejoice in untainted jubilation. 
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Fig.1 ‘Properties’ section of the Singaporean newspaper, ‘The Straits Times’.
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What is desirable for Singaporeans? Space. We want more space. Especially being 
capitalists and avid shoppers, the people are constantly but aimlessly foraging and 
upgrading their houses in soaring hopes of profiting by selling an older and smaller 
flat, for a bigger and newer one. In Fig.1, I have highlighted the listings by property 
agents and home owners advertising their flats on sale, sorted by 3 different vertical 
measurements of space; high, medium and low levels. This endless hunting is also 
an expression of what William Gibson and Steve Wozniak subtly hinted; the lack 
of creative postulations subjectively forces Singaporeans to unceasingly search for 
new(er) spatial organizations. What do we need to do if we want to move to a new 
home? First, we scour the island for availability. Then, we make a deal. Thirdly, start 
packing our belongings into boxes and have them transported to the new home, 
unpack from the boxes, and then repack them into the cupboards and shelves. 

Exactly, it is this pattern of packing, unpacking and repacking that becomes 
genuinely Bachelardian. In Singapore, there is no culture of constructing a cellar but 
instead, there are basements, mainly meant for vehicles. I quizzed myself: “What is 
housed in a cellar?” Vacuum cleaner, ironing board, old radio, unused luggage bags, 
old shoes, board games, extra chairs, in general, bags and boxes of stuff that are not 
required on a daily/weekly basis. Briefly reflected previously, a storeroom is the 
representational cellar space in a HDB flat and because of the lack of subterranean 
human activities in the neighbourhoods, when these memory storage spaces becomes 
overcrowded (Fig.3 & 5), people resort to ‘sharing’ their belongings in public as they 
collect and retain new memories from elsewhere, concurrently. It is impossible to 
generalize every household’s storeroom even though a storeroom is architecturally 
allocated in all flats. Therefore, I will present my ‘store-room’ as much as I can recall.  

For the entire memory of my experience in Singapore living with my parents, we 
have relocated at least 10 times and to be precise, 13 times (it could be 15, because 
I have honestly lost track of all the locations). I am currently in my late 20s, that 
would mathematically average the span of staying in 1 place to be approximately 2 
years, lesser if we include my time spent living abroad. The reader has to consider 
that there is hardly any culture of renting houses (face-value) back then, as how the 
HDB propagated home ownership (Fig.2) to foster national identity, therefore my 
expectations of the notion of moving and living are at the opposite far end under 
the impressions of settling down. In other words, I am more mobile than most 
Singaporeans would have been, or rather, more susceptible to the exploration and 
adaptation of different environments under various circumstances (just as how I 
amazed myself that it only took me 3 hours to decide to continue my studies here). 
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Fig.2 Cover of “Our Home” magazine, published by HDB between the 1970s to mid 1980s.
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As my parents slog within their offices in the Western region, it is of no doubt that 
the majority of the houses I have lived are of close proximity to where they work. No 
alarms and no surprises, I reminisce most about the memories during my childhood 
living in the Central region with my godmother when I start to pack my memories 
and summarize them into carton boxes ready for transportation. This cycle of 
renewal of emotions becomes extremely active when we make careful decisions; 
choosing the objects to bid farewell to, the things to be disposed off, the items to 
be carefully bundled in bubble-wrap and the books to be arranged neatly, all to 
maximize the space in the box for easy maneuvers. Careful observations will exhibit 
tell-tale signs of sentiments towards the belongings that were decided to be left 
behind (or worse, thrown away), because the mind is thunderously silent in search of 
methods to compromise for the loss of precious historical memories for the future.

“We don’t think enough of staircases”6, gently uttered by Georges Perec in Species of 
Spaces. The pace of transporting my memories between 2 different spaces becomes 
too fast to be accepted or rejected, like that of a speed elevator in the Burj Khalifa 
accelerating from the concourse level to the top floor, consciously aware that if it 
ever hit the breaks suddenly, the world might spin in a different direction. Memory 
loss under these conditions is thereby forcibly swallowed in the absence of choice, 
regardless of how sizable it will hurt the mental esophagus. To begin unpacking, it 
appears more astonishing when we surgically incise the adhesive tape that is keeping 
the boxes tightly closed in fear of accidentally cutting these treasured belongings 
under, instead of impatiently ripping them apart like opening an envelop containing 
junk letters while being in the elevator. If the letter was personal, I am sure we would 
all have regretted not spending a few extra seconds to attentively undo it.

Like a child, good surprises never fail to bring a smile to our faces. Even though the 
packed boxes were tagged (this belongs to the kitchen, this belongs to the study 
room, that belongs to the living room), I find myself perpetually searching for 
objects in those boxes that were kept in the storeroom (but belongs to my bedroom) 
in optimism that they could bring some element of surprise. Taking advantage of 
my non-amnesiac self, my memories are refreshed while meticulously rearranging all 
my stuff into cupboards and shelves in an order that I emotionally felt comfortable 
with. By the end of coordinating all these belongings, I realized 3 obvious physical 
and emotional consequences. Firstly, all historical memories are awfully missed. 
Secondly, there is a need for new(er) furniture for new(er) spatial organization in 
a new house. Thirdly, because of this renewal of emotions when we leave things 
behind, we gain extra mental capacity for newer memories and emotions.
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Fig.5 Dry riser used as cabinets for extra storage.

Fig.3 HDB, Pipit Road, showing items arranged outside of the house along the corridor.
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Fig.6 ’Old HDB flats’. Note that every unit has gates and window grilles.
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Fig.8 A typical Chinese columbarium showing relatives visiting the ‘flats’ of their loved ones.

Fig.7 ’Exepedit’ storage shelf from Ikea.
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Fig.9 Old and abandoned mailboxes in Queenstown, Singapore.

We sympathetically always try to search for re-representations of our lost memories 
in faith that we could remorsefully re-live the moments once more. In order to 
achieve these ambitions within the shortest time possible, capitalist-Singaporeans 
find themselves buying these ingredients which are more easily available everywhere 
compared to where I have lived overseas. When it comes to the display of personal 
objects, I find interest in the items that are openly exhibited, in comparison to 
those that are housed ‘safe’ in drawers and in cupboards. This structure for spatial 
representations of emotions can be pre-booked, bought in the internet and housed 
methodically as simple as the self-assembly of an Ikea shelf. As literal as I do not wish 
to crudely represent, Fig.6 to Fig.12 are all imageries containing embodiments of the 
hypothesis of stockpiling feelings, heartlessly stacked on top of one another with an 
absolute disregard for emotional obligations for its surroundings.

In the game of tic-tac-toe7, there are always close relationships between each of the 
adjoining unit, the entire entity itself, and the consideration for the opponent’s space 
(with regards to the anticipation of where the player is going to place the ‘X’ or ‘O’), 
therefore making this tiny competitive game uniquely friendly. Just like tic-tac-toe, 
the preconceived pigeon-hole space in a columbarium is pre-booked, before the 
person(s) spiritually leave this world. Hence, this competition of selection (everyone 
wants to live in the best pigeon-hole, far away from any numerical superstitions and 
easy to be located within a columbarium) produces a contradictory atmosphere 
between neighbours and relatives of neighbours alike. This mode of reservation is 
in exactitude to buying a newly constructed HDB flat; owners pay the deposit by 
judging the architectural model, not physically feeling the house. In Fig.8, you can 
confidently speculate that the owners on the 3rd level are still alive and kicking. 
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Fig.12 Loved ones paying respects to the deceased and ‘garnishing their units with gardens’.

Fig.11 A close-up view of the skygardens that the ‘units’ own.

Fig.10 ’Mount Vernon Columbarium’, resembling the HDB flats.
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The visitation hours of the columbarium is a product of how we live; these spirits 
living in their urns need to sleep too, particularly stacked so tightly in the scaled 
down version of a HDB block. Just as these relatives stroll along the corridor trying 
hard to remember the unit number of their deceased kin during the yearly Qing 
Ming Festival8, the lurking eyes of the spirits defined by a small passport-sized 
portrait cemented in the front of their urns, are blatantly observing the observer, 
smirking at their fellow neighbours’ loved ones for the lack of passion for not 
remembering (not forget) where they exactly lived! Conversely, the environment 
in that columbarium is far from eerie, it is aggravatingly rigid considering the 
competition these spirits had to engage themselves in before inhabiting these boxes. 
This angry panopticon further intensifies when one would smell the burning scent 
of offerings, just as how it is redolences during the Hungry Ghost Festival.

The love for variations of living territorries warrants some of the columbarium 
blocks to be hugged in the arms of the sun. There is a group of minority in the 
ghostly population who willingly embraces the conditions of nature in contrary to 
how most Singaporeans aggressively avoid houses that face the sizzling setting sun. 
Like how the paper-maches made for funerals resemble physical properties of this 
living world, outdoor columbariums also resemble miniature HDB flats (Fig. 10), 
topped with a Chinese roof. Visitors who offered fresh flowers for the inhabitants 
are completely inconspicuous about the presence of the vanitas9, now attaching the 
pigeon holes with a temporal skygarden for each unit (Fig.11 & Fig.12). These are 
moments that we find ourselves questioning the powers of affection and passion, 
where living conditions are immeasurably beyond the understanding of pure love 
and the decay of life is of little significance to the very instant of memory. 

Skygardens were never of my parents’ interest. What I have critically deliberated 
about the vanitas in the columbariums above, is a deep manifestation of my tabula 
rasa. There was never any affinity to own balconies in all our houses as I personally 
witness both of them making decisions to enlarge the size of the living room by 
removing the glass sliding doors of the balcony, thus extending the distance of the 
windows further away from the main entrance, and remove all spatial connotations 
of the revelation to nature. Spaces, through time, become more private than it 
was architecturally planned to be with the balcony, and this prioritization of 
intimate spaces over the connection to the natural world removes my subjective 
understanding of the enjoyment of the weather; I only, truely appreciated the nature 
of the four different seasons after I moved out of Singapore (the obsession of owning 
an air-conditioning system in houses will follow up in the next few paragraphs). 
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Fig.13 WoHa Architects’ competition entry for the redevelopment of Duxton Plain.
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The densification of the growing island’s population has left architects rearranging 
community spaces vertically as the apexes of newly proposed HDB public housing 
blocks continue to surge towards the skies. This cross-fingering of programmatic 
planning addresses 5 social impacts: 1. The built environment containing private 
living quarters and community activities are merged tighter, becoming a concrete 
mount itself; there is no need for me to go down the elevator for a stroll in the park. 
2. This island with the concrete mount accompanied by the incorporated skygardens 
becomes selfish; my unit is better than yours because I have the park right outisde 
my window, and the other mount far away has none. 3. People who do not belong 
to that island has no reason to be on it. Four. I live higher than you (acrophobia). 5. 
Occupants no longer go out for a stroll, instead, they go up or down to their nearest 
park(s), ironically defeating the purpose of the simple definition of a ‘stroll’. 

Integrating nature vertically into buildings has been one of the primary core values 
of my architectural education in Singapore. There is a frivolous notion power-
drilled into all the students by lecturers that the assimilation of nature into concrete 
jungles improves the quality of the built environment. Under immense confusion, I 
questioned myself in polished sarcasm: “So, should I axe a tree and bring it onto the 
30th storey and expect it to grow again?” If trees have feelings (I believe they do. We 
were all once pagans, weren’t we?), we are made such scoundrels in full silliness by 
our own worst enemies. This intellectual decadence is encouraged by the Building 
Construction Authority (BCA) of Singapore, offering points and certifications 
based on assessments of energy and water consumption efficiency, environmental 
protection, indoor environment quality and other ‘green’ features and innovations10. 
Undoubtedly, architects and planners are obliged to conform to legal pressure.

Prolific Malaysian architect Dr. Ken Yeang’s advancing ecological designs has great 
influences echoing on South-East Asian architecture and inspired eco-architects 
while delighting treehuggers11 since the 1970s, disobediently sprawled into the 
Singaporean (sub)urban mindset. It is downright unimaginable for any modern 
proposal in any architectural competition in Singapore to be deficient in the volume 
of suggested ‘green’. This composition of nature with structure becomes a mandate in 
comparison to Nicolas Andry’s Orthopédie (Fig. 8 in Preface), delivering assortments 
of highly charged institutions of Foucaultian principles. By now, no one can 
visually escape the sight of trees in new high-rise flats and that in turn increases the 
magnitude of vertical regiments, voluntarily formalized by the generation instilled 
with technical education, succeeded by the next generation of insensitive and 
imperceptive adolescents. “Now, that’s discipline!”, exclaimed Bart Lootsma12. 
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Fig.15 The proximities between HDB blocks. 

Koolhaas’ opinion on mechanical innovations with Foucault’s ‘Discipline’, 
Bentham’s ‘Panopticon’, together with the notion of ‘face-value’ are in trinity, and 
will be simultaneously and hypothetically manifested in the following paragraphs. 
In Fig.15, I prod the reader to pay attention to the air-conditioning condensers 
cantilevering precariously outside the windows of every unit, in some cases with 
more than 1. This expression of the control of the natural climate is apparent as 
inhabitants subtly contravene the cost of utilities for the sake of comfort while 
furiously pressing the buttons on their remote controls trying to (easily) determine 
the preferred temperature, speed and the direction of its oscillations of how their 
world should be like (I am guilty as hell). To an absurd extend, we would all be more 
annoyed if the ‘AAA’ batteries of the remote control run flat as compared to openly 
accepting the nature of the geographical retributions of this equatorial island. 
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Fig.16 A typical kitchen overlooking the opposite block’s kitchen.
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Fig.17 A child climbing the window grilles.

In terms of the social disciplinary pressure, and since every household owns an 
air-conditioning unit in at least 1 room in their house, I must have 1 of those too. 
On behalf of comfort during the visit of friends and relatives, the air-conditioner 
charges the territories of intimate spaces to a level of security and individual 
tranquility, so that the host does not feel any embarassment and therefore fabricates 
the surrounding environment to a state of temporal coziness for the guests (just as 
how I grubstakingly but unknowingly, exploit the use of the heater during winter in 
Europe). As explained, the proximities between each housing block is so close (Fig. 
15 and 16) that the eyes would terminate its horizon onto objects that appear closer 
to them, visually and physically. This panoptic behaviour then becomes interesting 
when we start to squint our eyes to inspect and register things we could recognize in 
someone else’s flat from afar especially if they could scope beyond the unit.
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Fig.18 Robert Knepper as T-Bag and other inmates in the Fox network’s drama series, Prison Break.

Gates and window grilles are integral fragments of the evolution from the vernacular 
kampong collective to a 1st-world modern city-state, sardine-packed expertly by 
meters of vertical concrete. Historically, metal bars (Fig.10 in Chapter 2) were 
installed in front of windows to prevent the intrusion of tropical monkeys13, which 
these creatures would ravage the kampong kitchen in search of more food. It was 
not the paranoia of being burglared because the basis of human settlement and the 
formation of a village is about the community, togetherness and the joint bearing of 
burdens. The roles of the human and the ape have never been reversed but instead, 
cynically drawn clearer; the monkeys can now mock the homosapiens for caging 
themselves willingly from the inside whereas the latter has the whole world under its 
tail, free as a bird and unobligated to carry any set of keys. I beg the reader to observe 
in Fig.6, and search for a unit that does not own any set of ‘prison-like’ applications. 
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Fig.21 Photo shoot of a wedding couple in ‘nature’.

Fig.20 A wedding photo shoot in Vienna, Austria.

Fig.19 Wedding couples taking photos in the main square of ‘Thames Town’ in Song Jiang, China.
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To a historical context, it is clear that the generation before our parents lacked 
technological breakthroughs. This population explosion in Singapore during the 
early 20th century explains the size of most Chinese families climaxed by the 
opportunities of free time after work, orgasmically exploited in the reciprocal bond 
between fear and hope of the future (Death and Sensuality, Bataille). Collectively, 
both my parents have a total of 1(four) siblings, I try hard not to forget all their 
names. Big families frame more stringent modes of self governance. But reckless 
social politics provocated by futile gossips especially after the invention of the 
telephone, in order to attain governing disenthrallment, matrimonies between 
couples allowed themselves to order their own set of rules, mentored by cultured 
Chinese parents and overseen by their grandparents (Confucianism). Hence, there 
are more (and better) reasons to marry rather than questioning the ecologies of love.

The biological clock in our bodies is a bi-product of ‘face-value’. Just as how 
our bodies wake from sleep naturally without the assistance of an alarm-clock, 
Singaporeans magically know when to get married in order not the be jealous of 
each other (see Preface on my parent’s view on marriages). The foundations prior to 
starting a family is more essential than the idea of true love and this sequence should 
not be rearranged. For some parents, the thought of their beloved child having an 
offspring out of wedlock is acceptable, but for most Singaporeans, they will do the 
angry dance of life (face-value), or worse, when a divorce is in sight. In contrary to 
the Singaporean-Chinese notion of saving embarassments, Fig.19 shows numerous 
Chinese couples celebrating the presence of being in a British town in China, 
architecturally duplicated with complete ignorance for culture; the existence of 
being in a place becomes more important than the genius loci of the actual city.

One must understand the nature of maturity in a child. At a young age, visual 
contact with the world is limited to the height of the parapet therefore it appears 
extraordinarily capitvating when they gain visible connection to the outside world: 
just like a little kid standing in the middle of a candy store filled with different 
lollies at all levels (or in the notion of a prison riot). There is no mental liberation 
in Singapore from a Foucaultian point of view because gates and window grilles are 
too deeply hammered within the foundations of everyone’s tabula rasa, on top of 
being faithful acrophobic adults who are particularly insecure about young children 
- should there be no safety window grilles, to be able to clamber over the ledge and 
fall to their own death (sarcasm mode: off ). If one would count the number of keys 
they own for the different doors15 they need to lock and/or unlock, does that notion 
not subscribe to the contradiction of a heavenly utopia? Well, safety comes first.
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Fig.22 ’Singapore Airlines’, commercial aeroplane.
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Capitalistically speaking, this experience is cost-saving considering how the Chinese 
shamelessly counterfeited copies of pirated Adobe’s Photoshop software on the 
internet along with other commodities such as books, and most recently, chicken 
eggs16. This lowers the value of personal ethics of experiencing life, or architecturally 
more comical, live in an imitated European town in China. In other words, we 
could argue that the Chinese in China simply, do not care. Luckily to further 
substantiate and support these nuptial foundations, married Singaporean couples 
with all authenticity travel to real exotic17 places to have their wedding photos taken 
professionally (Fig.20), for their once-in-a-lifetime moment together on behalf of 
good memories that can be treasured dearly for the future. It is in the human nature 
to be obsessed about everything that they not own; we all want what we do not have 
and will continue to strive until all solutions have been tried (Eroticism, Bataille).

The lack of natural landscape in Singapore also permits couples to search for the 
authentic environment. Because of this common realization, they have a reason to 
travel out of the island. This ageless beauty of being free and open in nature inside 
eyes of Singaporeans are truely valuable, comparing between the amount of sky the 
optical organ could index there against the idea of looking up into the heavens while 
standing in the middle of a dense high-rise neighbourhood (Fig.21: under some 
scrutiny, the reader will notice the invisibility of any civilization on the horizon). 
This provides the ideal solution to the cost of saving embarassments by substantial 
planning from the beginning and hope that future does not bring any bad luck, all in 
the name of love. As Gibson and Dante both abruptedly ended their essay and poem 
respectively (Gibson by flight from Changi Airport in Singapore to Hongkong, 
Dante by his rule of numerical decree), I feel compelled to copy the same.

Goodbye. 
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1. http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/heaven?s=t

2. ‘Love will tear us apart’, song, Joy Division, release in 1980.

3. ‘Can’t help falling in love’, song, Elvis Presley, release in 1961.

5. ‘Heaven is a place on Earth’, song, Belinda Carlisle, release in 1987.

6. ‘The Apartment’, in Species of Spaces and Other Pieces, Georges Perec, edited and 
translated by John Sturrock, Penguin Classics 2008. 

7. ‘Tic Tac Toe’, is a pencil-and-paper game for two players, X and O, who take turns marking 
the spaces in a 3×3 grid. The X player usually goes first. The player who succeeds in placing 
three respective marks in a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal row wins the game. On the 
contrary, in the game of chess, a checkered board is required therefore I will not hypothesize 
it. - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tic-tac-toe 

8. ‘Qing Ming’ festival, or the Tomb-Sweeping Day is a yearly event for relatives and 
loved ones to pay respects to their deceased family/friends. - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Qingming_Festival

9. This is blatantly ignorant about the irony they are posing. Even though the offering of 
flowers is a nice gesture of good faith, I do not believe in the thought of offering ‘life’ to 
remind the dead of their physical presence. 

10. http://bca.gov.sg/GreenMark/green_mark_criteria.html 

11. Treehugger; an environmentalist, especially one concerned with preserving forests. 
- http://www.treehugger.com/

12. Email correspondence between Bart Lootsma and myself. 

13. I cannot help myself but brutally remind that homosapiens were developed from the 
same species as of the apes. Most people who do not live in South-East Asia would not 
understand the mischievous and insolent nature of monkeys from that region.

15. I am a big fan of the poet, Jim Morrison (19four3 - 1971) from the band The Doors, and 
I am aware of Aldous Huxley’s book, The Doors of Perception, and its connotations to doors. 

16. http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/photo/2012-01/11/content_1( four)( four)2( four)8( four)9.
htm 

17. See point 20 in Preface. 

Footnotes - heaven: The hell
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Chapter 3 cover page - Heaven - The Hell, - Part 3 of 3 of a triptych of photo montages.

Fig.1 Scanned newspaper section of C29, Properties, The Straits Times, Saturday, 12th 
November, 2011. The image highlights the methodology of property advertising where the 
generalization of the height of the on-sale units are defined by 3 levels - high, medium and 
low. We see the (dis)honesty in a capitalist city-state ruled by strict judicial rules; what is just, 
is not necessarily moral.

Fig.2 Cover of “Our Home” Magazine, published by HDB from the 1970s till mid 1980s. 
Source: HDB (from“Our Home” Magazine, date unknown). - http://s-pores.com/2009/07/
hdbblock/

Fig.3 ‘HDB, Pipit Road, interior view’. This photograph shows a door way to a unit in a 
Housing and Development Board (HDB) apartment block at 90, Pipit Road. Various items 
are arranged outside such as used water bottles, newspapers and furnitures. - http://www.
flickr.com/photos/little_red_dot/5035799390

Fig.5 ‘Dry riser cabinets used as personal store rooms’, where the inhabitants of a flat ran out 
of space in their own internal storeroom. Dry risers are part of the requirements of designing 
a high-rised building, where the provision of fire-fighting pipes are required on every floor in 
a public staircase. - http://club.stomp.com.sg/stomp/sgseen/what_bugs_me/866850/dry_riser_
cabinets_used_as_personal_store_room.html

Fig.6 ‘Old HDB Flats’. - http://www.flickr.com/photos/oeyvind/5( four)5( four)2( four)2166/

Fig.7 ‘Expedit’, shelf from Ikea. - http://www.ikea.com/at/de/catalog/
products/70201811/#/70201811

Fig.8 Typical columbarium in Bishan, Singapore, showing relatives visiting a deceased loved 
one, source unknown.

Fig.9 ‘Mailboxes, Queenstown’, Queenstown, Singapore. - http://www.flickr.com/photos/
jamie_hladky/5552( four)7( four)503/

Fig.10 ‘Mt Vernon Columbarium 8’, Mount Vernon, Singapore. - http:// www.flickr.com/
photos/wynnie/( four)358( fourty-four)1767

Fig.11 ‘Mt Vernon Columbarium 20’, Mount Vernon, Singapore. - http://www.flickr.com/
photos/wynnie/( four)359212998/

Fig.12 Loved ones paying respects to the deceased and ‘garnishing their units with gardens’. - 
http://farm1.staticflickr.com/50/128364( four)30_30c06005d8_b_d.jpg

image Credits - heaven: The hell
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Fig.13 ‘Redevelopment of the Duxton Plain Site’, photo render of WoHa Architects’ 
competition entry which they didn’t win (merit prize). I thank Bart Lootsma for reminding 
me of this image or I’d never have the courage to critically assess that project even though 
I am clearly aware of its existence. - http://www.dam-online.de/uploads/DAM_WOHA_
Duxton_Plain_Rendering_WOHA.jpg and detailed information about the competition - 
http://www.ura.gov.sg/competition/results.html

Fig.15 Proximity of HDB units facing each other. - http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_
QHl4T1UaN9s/TFjwS0m5UHI/AAAAAAAADQI/Le_7( four)vuHSo8/s1600/017.JPG

Fig.16 View from a kitchen with safety grilles unlocked and windows opened, 
looking into a neighbouring HDB block’s kitchen. - http://farm1.staticflickr.
com/22( four)/52( four)211035_( four)c25ed9a3( four)_o_d.jpg

Fig.17 ‘Eugene climbing up his room’s grilles’. - http://life-footsteps.blogspot.com/2010/05/
grilles-climbing.html

Fig.18 Screen grab at 21 minutes 38 seconds in the 6th episode of Season 1 of ‘Prison Break’, 
from the Fox network’s drama series aired from 2005 to 2009, personal collection of movies.

Fig.19 ‘Wedding photos in the main square’, Thames Town, Song Jiang, China. Thanks to 
Olaf Grawert for introducing me to this, for providing me the shock I needed. - www.flickr.
com/photos/felibrilu/( four)117592132/sizes/o/in/photostream/

Fig.20 ‘Shengmin, Vivian’, wedding photo shoot in Vienna, Austria. - http://farm( four).
staticflickr.com/3137/580( four)30568( four)_7e( four)0e215c1_o_d.jpg

Fig.21 Wedding photo shoot of a friend who got married recently, on a beach. - http://
a( four).sphotos.ak.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ak-snc6/223055_1871( four)58( four)80( four)32_16602
51576_1803653_100( four)095_n.jpg

Fig.22 ‘Singapore Airlines’ aeroplane. - http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/2/20/Singapore.airlines.b7( four)7-( four)00.9v-spa.arp.jpg
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Hell, Purgatory and Heaven are places that exist only if one believes in Dante’s work. 
It is of no surprise that The Divine Comedy is in strong equivalence to religious 
connotations, but I am expressively, an atheist and therefore able to rationally but 
critically analyze in all different polarities to a Singaporean culture’s point of view. 
As much as I’d like to deal Singaporeans the Tarot card ‘The Tower’, they must 
fully comprehend the definition of a comedy in order to openly accept my thesis. I 
enjoy the nature of my work being ambiguious (Complexity and Contradiction in 
Architecture, Robert Venturi), to a Tafurian level, allows architecture to be critically, 
theoretically, and ideologically placed on practice through multiple constraints 
subjectively. In his view like all other cultural domains, but even more so, due to 
the tension between its autonomous, artistic character, its technical and functional 
dimensions, architecture is a field defined and constituted by crisis.

I am not a master of Tafuri’s theories but instead, on an architectural and academic 
level, if ‘Heaven is a place where nothing ever happens’ (David Bryne, Talking 
Heads), we should all embrace Hell with sincerity. Once we have come to terms 
with life as a pessimist, Hell becomes numb and the presence of Heaven will 
everlastingly gaze upon all of us. ‘[...] be running up that road, be running up that 
hill [...]’ (Kate Bush) in Purgatory is just a matter of endurance, exactly how Dante 
depicts in his engrossing poem. It was genuinely disappointing when I first reminded 
myself of the image from Nicolas Andry’s Orthopédie (Fig.8 in Preface) seen in 
Foucault’s Discipline and Punish, because that illustration holds the key to the entire 
generation of children brought up during the same social system as I experienced, 
and still is continuingly in practice. After years of education, I finally understood the 
elegance of architectural theory over the physical built form in its own ecologies.

Buildings in my honest opinion no longer provide me with the emotions that is 
required to feel architecture particularly when I aim to exploit all 5 biological wits 
according to Shakespearean times. Therefore, in The Divine Singaporean Comedy, 
you will find varieties of my affection to poetry, literature, especially music and films. 
Like Christopher Alexander described in the theory of reading caves in A Pattern 
Language, me being a reserved person, believe that caves bear every hallmark of the 
sensibilities of my upbringing and its aftermath; utopianism and rejection of urban/
corporate life but in due pessimism (in irony, ‘The Needle and the Damage Done’, 
Neil Young). This essential grammar of design for living spaces is obvious in my 
essay as I compartmentalize them into small paragraphs of text precisely summarized 
and try to lessen the ‘bullshit’. ‘I walk through Hell and back, to see you smile on 
Saturday’, sweetly and simply ruffled by the late Mark Linkous of Sparklehorse. 
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As I could recall clearly, the day that I had to pack my belongings and move to 
Melbourne for education, all that was required for a new life measured as much 
as the student air ticket allowed: 20kgs of check-in luggage, 7kgs of hand carried 
equipment on board and a laptop bag. That was it, the value of my life weighed 
27kgs, a laptop and being so Bachelardian. Deciding to continue my studies here in 
Innsbruck (thankfully that decision wasn’t a mistake, perhaps it was the best thing 
that I did for myself ) was therefore easy. Good memories are always obliging to 
recall, only if our mental capacity can remember. That comes hand-in-hand with bad 
memories (dual-polarity), as seen in the film Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, 
will impudently return to haunt the innocent mind. Time doesn’t always heal, it just 
breathes and swallows memories; which ones, no one can tell. I’m sure by this point 
in my book you’d have gained some personal recollections of mirages. 

I thank the reader for reading thus far, for my notion of architecture is complexed in 
its own nature of understanding (though I try very hard to simplify the things I do/
don’t do). I believe I have unlocked some of my own gates and window grilles, how 
many more, that I am still unsure. ‘Nature is a language, can’t you read’ (Morrissey, 
The Smiths), we should just accept life as it is whether Dante was actually dreaming, 
or wrote The Divine Comedy out of his love for Beatrice. I am certain, with some 
intensity, effort and dedication, we can all ‘break on through to the other side’ ( Jim 
Morrison, The Doors) of the gates we have. Another method would be to believe 
in the legacy of Guy Fawkes as seen in the film ‘V for Vendetta’ portrayed by Hugo 
Weaving, just as the how Polish parliament believed in the symbolism his mask. For 
K.S., I hope you find inspiration somewhere in my humble book as I saw light in 
your smile! ‘Shine on, you crazy diamond!’

what a wonderful world,

D.L.
may 2012

e: dillonlin@me.com

Sterzingerstraße 8/7
6020 Innsbruck

Austria
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hell
The circles of Hell:
1.1 First Circle (Limbo)
1.2 Second Circle (Lust)
1.3 Third Circle (Gluttony)
1.(four) Fourth Circle (Greed)
1.5 Fifth Circle (Anger)
1.6 Sixth Circle (Heresy)
1.7 Seventh Circle (Violence)
1.8 Eighth Circle (Fraud)
1.9 Ninth Circle (Treachery)
1.10 The Devil - Satan

Purgatory
2.1 Ante-Purgatory - The Excommunicate
2.2 Ante-Purgatory - The Late Repentant
- The 7 terraces of Purgatory
2.3 First terrace (the proud)
2.(four) Second terrace (the envious)
2.5 Third terrace (the wrathful)
2.6 Fourth terrace (the slothful)
2.7 Fifth terrace (the covetous)
2.8 Sixth terrace (the gluttonous)
2.9 Seventh terrace (the lustful)
2.10 The Earthly Paradise - The Garden of Eden

heaven
The Spheres of Heaven
3.1 First Sphere (The Moon: The Inconstant)
3.2 Second Sphere (Mercury: The Ambitious)
3.3 Third Sphere (Venus: The Lovers)
3.(four) Fourth Sphere (The Sun: The Wise)
3.5 Fifth Sphere (Mars: The Warriors of the Faith)
3.6 Sixth Sphere ( Jupiter: The Just Rulers)
3.7 Seventh Sphere (Saturn: The Contemplatives)
3.8 Eighth Sphere (The Fixed Stars: Faith, Hope, and Love)
3.9 Ninth Sphere (The Primum Mobile: The Angels)
3.10 The Empyrean - The residence of God

notes




